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ABSTRACf 

This dissertation describes the construction and performance of a dual-tip 

scanning tunneling microscope (STM). The microscope was built as a prototype 

nanotechnology workstation, a general purpose instrument designed to give a 

researcher the ability to investigate and manipulate nanometer scale structures. 

Chapter One describes the genesis and development of the concept of 

nanotechnology, from the atomic hypothesis of Democritus to modern developments 

in synthetic chemistry. Nanometer scale electronics (molecular electronics) is 

introduced and the state of the art in this field is described. The dual-tip scanning 

probe microscope is proposed as a way to address individual molecular electronic 

devices, a key goal in realizing nanometer scale electronic technology. Investigation 

of microtubules, a proposed nanometer scale intracellular biological information 

processing system, is also discussed. 

Chapter Two reviews the history and fundamental physics of STM, along with 

the related techniques of Field Ion Microscopy (FIM) and Ballistic Electon Emission 

Microscopy (BEEM). BEEM is used to introduce the physics of the dual-tip STM. 

Other dual-probe systems are also described. 

Chapter Three covers the design and construction of the dual-tip STM. Both 

hardware and software are described in detail. 

Chapter Four presents the results obtained with the dual-tip STM, including 

dual-tip images and noise measurements for the electronic circuitry. 
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The last chapter, Chapter Five, contains suggested design changes for 

improving the performance of the dual-tip microscope and descriptions of 

experiments that can be performed with an improved instrument. Design and use of 

a nanotechnology workstation in the fields of semiconductor electronics, molecular 

electronics and cellular biology is discussed. Investigation of neurons grown on a 

silicon chip with a dual-tip STM system is proposed. 

Four Appendices present a noise model of the STM tunneling gap and 

preamplifier, describe calibration of the piezoelectric scanners that move the probe 

tips, and list the software that controls the system. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

liThe power to rearrange the combinations of natural elements 
is tlze Ollly creative power mall possesses. It is an enormous 
and gloriolJ-S power. II --AYIl Randl 

14 

During the first lecture in his undergraduate physics course, the late physicist 

Richard P. Feynman dis~ussed what he considered to be the single most important 

concept in natural science: "Everyihillg is made oj atoms. That is the key hypothesis."z 

Though scientifically literate people today take the atomic hypothesis for granted, 

through the end of the eighteenth century most scientists considered it to be merely 

philosophical speculation. Up till then there had been little experimental evidence 

provided in support of the ancient Greek atomic materialist philosophy as originated 

by Leucippus and Democritus3 in the fifth century Be. 

At the beginning of the scientific era, influential supporters of the atomic 

hypothesis, such as chemist Robert Boyle4 and physicist Isaac Newton,5 gave strong 

theoretical arguments for the existence of atoms, but these arguments were not 

enough to sway their contemporaries. This changed in the first decade of the 

nineteenth century when English meteorologist John Dalton published the results of 

his experiments with gases.6 Dalton found that gases such as nitrogen and oxygen 

combined only in certain mass ratios during chemical transformations and he 

reasoned that those gases were therefore made of particles which combined only in 

small integer ratios during chemical reactions.7 

Dalton's theory, though it borrowed the term "atom" from the Greeks, differed 
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in important ways from Democritus' theOIY.s The essential aspect of Dalton's atoms 

was not their indivisibility as particles, but their possession of distinct chemical 

properties both alone as elements and when combined into chemical compounds. 

Expanded into French chemist Joseph Gay-Lussac's molecular theory, which was 

based on similar observations,S Dalton's atomic theory became the foundation for 

chemistry and materials science, and for much of physics and biology. 

The preatomic view of the world saw matter in its various forms as continuous 

in structure, in contrast to early atomic theory which postulated that all matter was 

made up of countless tiny, invisible, indivisible particles of just a few different types. 

Both world views had struggled unsuccessfully for philosophical dominance since the 

time of Democritus. Throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, as physics developed, this intellectual dichotomy was incorporated into its 

foundations. Newtonian mechanics, geometrical optics and the kinetic theory of gases 

were based on the corpuscular view, but acoustics, electromagnetic theory and most 

of optics described their respective phenomena as waves in continuous media. This 

was the schizophrenic state of theoretical physics at the beginning of the twentieth 

century, when a growing body of experimental evidence, contradicting various 

predictions of the then accepted theories, forced a reevaluation of the of the classical, 

mechanistic worldview originated by Newton. 

Beginning in 1900 with Planck's paper deriving the shape of the blackbody 

radiation spectrum,9 a small group of intellectually courageous physicists, among 
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them Niels Bohr, Erwin Schrodinger, Werner Heisenberg, Max Born, Paul Dirac, 

Wolfgang Pauli, Louis de Broglie and Albert Einstein, began to boldly question 

accepted physical theory in an attempt to eliminate the logical inconsistencies and 

experimental inaccuracies of nineteenth century physics. During the years 1913 to 

1926, often gathering at Bohr's institute of Physics in Copenhagen, they fashioned a 

new description of physical reality which was experimentally accurate and 

mathematically beautiful, but which did violence to the "common sense" view of 

material reality. 

Central to this new theoretical framework, which they named quantum 

mechanics, was the apparent need to accept simultaneously both the particle and 

wave descriptions of light and matter when describing a physical system. According 

to the new theory, nature could not be neatly split into two parts, wavelike 

phenomena and particles. Somehow, de Broglie's matter waves,10 evolving in time 

according to Schrodinger's wave equation,l1 determined the trajectories of the new 

indivisible particles, the recently discovered electrons,12 nuclei13 and photons.14 

The two competing views of the nature of matter, continuous and particulate, 

were merged when Max Born presented his probabilistic interpretation of the 

mathematical formalism of quantum mechanics in 1926.15 This "Copenhagen" 

interpretation of quantum theory was the culmination of the atomic theory, for it 

integrated the two conflicting ideas into one intellectual framework, requiring both 

essential concepts to be tightly interwoven in the new description of reality. 
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Quantum theory gave scientists the basic conceptual tools necessary to 

understand the behavior of light and matter under the conditions normally 

encountered in daily life, meaning in practice, being able to predict accurately how 

matter and light (atoms, electrons and photons) interact. Quantum mechanics 

provided the unifying theoretical foundation for the vast edifice of practical and 

heuristic knowledge created by chemists and biologists. But due to the complexity of 

the new mathematical formalism, until recently it could be applied productively to 

only a few simple systems such as the hydrogen atom. 

Practical application of the mathematical tools of quantum mechanics to 

increasingly complex (i.e. chemically and biologically interesting) collections of atoms 

has followed the development of ever more powerful computing machines. Quantum 

mechanical equations describing complex multiparticle systems, such as crystalline 

solids, liquids, and individual molecules (e.g. the benzene molecule), unsolvable by 

unaided human mathematical manipulation, now yield to the brute force number 

crunching of modern computers. Systems too complex to be solved exactly can often 

be described with sufficient accuracy by approximate mathematical models simple 

enough to be solved numerically. Computer simulation is now recognized as a third 

major intellectual division within science, along with theory and experiment. Our new 

understanding of the behavior of atoms and molecules, founded on quantum theory, 

verified by experiment and aided by computational chemistry and physics, is allowing 

us to extend our creative reach down into the molecular realm. 
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The 185 years since the publication of Dalton's theory have seen an explosive 

growth in our ability to understand and manipulate matter, with vast consequences 

for the way we live, work and view the world. But this industrial revolution is 

nowhere near complete, for we have only recently gained the ability to see and 

manipulate matter at the atomic level, and so bring our minds to bear on the task of 

reordering its structure in the most fundamental and powerful ways. 

Nanotechnology: Conception 

What might the consequences be of exercising this kind of creative power? 

Elaborating on the atomic idea he thought was so important, Feynrnan in 1959 first 

described what might be possible if we could rearrange matter atom by atom.I6 

"When we have some control of the arrangement of things on a small scale wc will 

get an enormously greater range of possible properties that substances can have, and 

of different things that we can do." "It would be very easy to make an analysis of any 

complicated chemical substance; all one would have to do would be to look at the 

thingl...Ultimately, we can do chemical synthesis ... put the atoms down where the 

chemist says, and so you make the substance." Also described are consequences for 

biology and medicine. Regarding the structure and function of the machinery of living 

cells, Feynman wrote: "It is very easy to answer many of these fundamental biological 

questions; you just look at the thing!...A biological system can be exceedingly small . 

... Consider the possibility that we too can make a thing very small, which does what 
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we want--that we can manufacture an object that maneuvers at that level!" Feynman 

relates that a friend of his, Albert R. Hibbs, suggested " ... a very interesting possibility 

for relatively small machines ... it would be interesting in surgery if you could swallow 

the surgeon." 

Design and construction of computing machinery would also be greatly 

advanced by the ability to build nanometer scale devices: "We can use, not just 

circuits, but some system involving the quantized energy levels, or the interactions of 

quantized spins, etc." "At any rate, it seems that the laws of physics present no barrier 

to reducing the size of computers until bits are the size of atoms, and quantum 

behavior holds sway.,,17 More powerful computers would in turn increase our 

understanding and creative power over the material world. 

Nanotechnology: Gestation 

In the 33 years since Feynman's paper, many of the developments he 

envisioned have been realized, most during the last decade. Mechanical and 

electronic engineers have begun to seriously consider the problems of manufacturing 

useful devices with submicron, and even nanometer scale, components. Chemists are 

meeting these engineers coming from the other direction, by learning to synthesize 

ever larger molecules and arrange these new molecules into supra molecular 

structures. And molecular biologists are using powerful new experimental probes to 

understand the nanometer scale machinery that is the functional basis of every living 
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cell. The idea common to all of these activities--Feynman's examination and 

manipulation of individual atoms and molecules--is the core concept of what has 

come to be called "nanotechnology". 

The term nanotechnology was coined by Taniguchi in 197418 to describe the 

variety of techniques which might be used to fabricate macroscopic, or at least 

micron-scale, machinery and devices to nanometer tolerances. While he does briefy 

discuss the energetics of removing atoms one at a time from surfaces during precision 

machining operations, Taniguchi's emphasis is on precision fabrication of macroscopic 

machine parts; he does not mention the creation and use of nanometer scale devices 

per se. His use of the word nanotechnology, though useful and descriptive, is not of 

interest here. Rather, I wish to apply the term (as many others do) to describe the 

fabrication and use of Feynman's molecular machinery. 

In his paper, Feynman proposed a way to implement his vision: starting with 

macroscopic machine tools, make ever smaller versions of such tools, and repeat this 

process until the molecular realm is reached. The only response to his proposing this 

"top down" approach was the construction of a tiny electric motor by one of his 

students, who was awarded a prize Feynman had offered for accomplishing this 

feat. 19 

After Feynman, the next step20 on the road to artificial nanometer scale 

devices was taken in 1974 with two talks given by Aviram and Ratner,21 in which 

they proposed the use of an individual molecule as an electronic circuit element, 
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specificaIJy a diode. Using a quantum mechanical model, Aviram and Ratner 

calculated the current-voltage curve of a single organic molecule bridging two metal 

electrodes. They published their results in a paper later that year,22 concluding that 

their candidate molecule would indeed behave like a rectifier. Though creation of 

their molecule was straightforward even then using the techniques of synthetic organic 

chemistry, Aviram and Ratner did not speculate on how such small devices might be 

addressed or arranged into useful circuits. Some of these issues were discussed a few 

years later during a Workshop on Molecular Electronic Devices, hosted by Forrest 

L. Carter in 1981 at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington.28 

Taking a more mechanistic approach, in that same year Eric Drexler expanded 

on Feynman's ideas,24 proposing to build molecular machinery via protein 

engineering, i.e. by reprogramming the machinery present in living cells to produce 

artificial nanoscopic mechanical components. He speculated that, following such a 

protein-based "bottom up" path, we might be able to eventually construct a wide 

variety of complex molecular mechanical devices, including nanometer scale versions 

of Babbage's mechanical "analytical engine" computer,25 and use these molecular 

machines to perform seemingly miraculous feats in medicine and engineering.26 

Nanotechnology: Birth 

By 1981, then, there had been published quite a bit of speculation on the 

powerful consequences of being able to create molecular scale devices and arrange 
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them into ordered structures. But there was no experimental evidence that we would 

ever be able to accomplish these feats, for no one had ever grabbed hold of an 

individual atom or molecule and maneuvered it in a controlled way. Feynman~s and 

Drexler's approaches to realizing nanotechnology were not backed up with any 

details, and their vague descriptions of how initially to build such small machines 

seem to have been included primarily to make it easy for the reader to suspend 

disbelief while the possibilites of mature nanotechnology were discussed. 

This was soon to change however, for during the 1980's the first experimental 

evidence that nanotechnology might be possible was presented. The invention (also 

in 1981) of the scanning tunneling microscope by Binnig and Rohrer7 was the key 

development needed to advance nanotechnology from speculation to science. As 

pointed out by Schneiker,28 Feynman's cumbersome top down approach was 

reduced to one step by the invention of this new instrument, a machine which allows 

us to reach down to directly image and manipulate individual molecules. Similarly, 

Drexler's probably unworkable29 bottom up protein engineering path is being 

bypassed by the increasingly sophisticated techniques of synthetic organic chemistry. 

As might be expected from considering the history of technological 

development,30 neither of the two earliest proposed paths toward nanotechnology 

is the route actually being taken. Instead, scanning probe microscopy, combined with 

synthetic chemistry and supramolecular chemistry, is opening the door to the 

molecular realm. 
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Nanotechnology: The State of the Art 

To put the subject of this dissertation (the dual tip scanning tunneling 

microscope) in context, I .present below a brief sketch of the state of the art of 

nanotechnology. This multidisciplinary field of engineering relies for its development 

on diverse areas of science: chemistry, solid state physics, surface physics, molecular 

biology and materials science. 

Perhaps the most basic use of atom-level control over the structure of matter 

is the creation of new solid substances with novel bulk properties. Polymer chemists 

have given us a wide array of amorphous solids (plastics) essential to our 

technological civilization. Solid state physicists have learned how to grow superlattices, 

which are crystals consisting of alternating layers of metal or semiconductor atoms, 

and so tailor the energy bandgap, optical and electron transport properties of the 

resulting material.S1 

Materials scientists, using the nanometer size cavities of molecular sieves and 

zeolitesS2 to restrict the motion of reactive molecules, are synthesizing new 

molecules, some of which may be useful as molecular electronic devices.ss,s4 

Organic chemists can stack monomolecular organic thin films into multilayer 

structures of increasing complexityll5 using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique.ss The 

films of organic superlattices so produced can be examined with nanometer spatial 

resolution using scanning tunneling microscopy,S7 atomic force microscopy,S8 and 

X-ray diffraction and other methods.s9,4o These multilayer organic films have been 
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used in a wide variety of electronic devices (capacitors,41 photodetectors,42,48 

rectifiers,44 switches,45 optical memories,46 and transistors47) as photon 

absorbers, p-n junctions and charge transfer structures. 

A new branch of chemistry called supramolecular chemistry has come into 

existence,48,49 which deals with the design, synthesis and analysis of large 

molecules such as buckminsterfuHerene,5o and with the properties of arrays of such 

molecules assembled into liquid crystals, membranes and vesicles.51 

Thanks to the increasing spatial resolution of the electron microscope in its 

various forms, and to the increasingly clever ways that electron microscopists can 

prepare biological samples, 52 molecular biologists are coming to understand the 

mechanics of living cells at the most fundamental level.53 For example, electron 

micrographs, analyzed using computer-aided image reconstruction techniques, have 

yielded images of the components of the molecular motors that drive the swimming 

motion of bacteria.54,55,56 New "super-resolution" optical microscopy techniques, 

such as Nanoaperture Scanning Optical Microscopy (NSOM)57 are being used to 

successfully image subcellular structures in living cells.58 Corresponding advances 

in understanding the software of living systems have been made: geneticists can now 

read and reprogram viral and bacterial DNA, and so direct these nanometer scale 

automatons to do our bidding. These genetic techniques are already being used to 

treat diseases in humans.59 

Scanning probe microscopy in its many variants (all based conceptually on the 
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scanning tunneling microscope) have been used to image and manipulate individual 

atoms lying on or bonded to surfaces, in a variety of environments including 

vacuum,60,61 air62,63 and. aqueous solution,64,65 and are being routinely used 

to image biological macromolecules66,67,68 and membranes,69,70 in vitro71 ,72 

and in vivo.73 Simple structures have been fabricated in a vacuum environment by 

using an STM to arrange atoms, one at a time, on an atomically flat crystal 

surface.74 

Physicists are using subpicosecond, shaped laser pulses to probe the dynamics 

of individual chemical bonds that hold atoms to surfaces and bind molecules 

together.75 They are also tackling the problem of breaking these bonds in a 

controlled manner using such pulses.16,77 The recently developed Atomic 

Processing Microscope uses this "photon biasing" to remove and install individual 

atoms on a semiconductor surface in a vacuum environment.78 

New, highly localized sources of electrons79,80,81,82 are spurring the 

development of electron holography,83,84,85,86,87 which when fully 

developed88,89,90 will allow us to image atoms and molecules in both vacuum and 

non-vacuum environments, without touching them. 

Organic chemists can now synthesize a large variety of molecular machine 

parts, including rods 91,92,93 , gears,94,95 tubes,96,97,98 tweezers99 and 

ClipS,100 rotors,101 containers,102,l03,104,105,106 and threaded 

chains107,108 and 100pS109. These synthetic nanomachine parts complement the 
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naturaIly occurring machinery in ceIls and viruses. Chemists and physicists are using 

their intuition and imagination, often aided by computer models, to point the way 

toward the creation of even more complex nanostructures.110,111,112,113 

The complementary field of micromechanics is being successfuIly developed 

by engineers using silicon photolithographic techniques to etch micron scale 

machinery into the same wafers used to fabricate microelectronic 

circuits,l14,115,116,117,118 Because of their small size, these silicon 

micromachines can have much higher mechanical resonant frequencies when 

compared to macroscopic devices. Since mechanical resonances are a limiting factor 

in the performance of scanning probe microscopes, construction of advanced SPMs 

using this technology will give us elegant new tools that can be used to manipulate 

the nanoscopic machine parts being synthesized by the organic chemists.119 This 

is reminiscent of Feynman's "big machines making smaller machines" concept. 

The above discussion shows that we now possess powerful capabilities for 

examining and manipulating individual atoms, and for fabricating nanostructures and 

molecular machines, and that these abilities are growing rapidly. There seems to be 

little but lack of time, effort and imagination keeping us from fuIly realizing 

Feynman's vision of being able to liarrange the atoms the way we want, the very 

atoms, all the way down!"; a development which he thought "cannot be avoided".16 
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Artificial Nanocomputers: Molecular Electronics 

Molecular electronics researchers aim to create nanometer scale versions of 

today's microcircuits. Constructed of components with characteristic dimensions of 

only a few nanometers, and with switching speeds in the gigahertz to terahertz range, 

such ultraminiature circuitry would be the physical foundation of a computing 

technology billions of times more powerful (in terms of information processing speed 

and density) than today's silicon VLSI technology. 

Since Aviram and Ratner's 1974 proposal to use an individual organic 

molecule as a rectifier,22 there have been many corresponding designs advanced for 

other molecular electronic components. Fundamental to any molecular electronic 

architecture must be molecular wires and interconnects. Interest in conductive organic 

polymers was sparked by Little's 1964 observation120 that, according to the BCS 

theory121 of superconductivity, a certain class of organic polymers should exhibit 

superconductivity, perhaps even at room temperature. This hypothesis was followed 

by a burst of experimental activity, ultimately successful, to search for conductive 

polymers.122 The assumption that organic polymers must be insulators was proven 

to be false, and synthesis and investigation of organic conductors is now an active 

field of chemical research. 

Molecules such as polyacetylene, polyaniline and the newly discovered carbon 

and tungsten nanotubes123 have been proposed as molecular wires. These 

nanostructures are conjugated polymers, meaning the 1T-orbitals of each of their 
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backbone carbon atoms overlap to form spatially extended quantum states with 

energies lying in bands, similar to the way the outer orbitals of metal and 

semiconductor atoms overlap to form conduction and valence bands when those 

atoms aggregate to form crystals. As with semiconductor crystals, these conjugated 

polymers can be "doped" (by attaching side groups to the main polymer carbon 

backbone) with the result that their bulk resistivity can be varied by up to 17 orders 

of magnitude in some cases.124 

Supramolecular structures, such as stacked arrays of platinum cyanide 

salts125 or pthalocyanine complexes,126 might also be used as molecular wires. 

Physical chemists are attempting to gain enough insight into the electronic behavior 

of all of the above types of molecules to enable them to systematically design 

conductive polymer nanostructures.127 Another possibility, on a slightly larger scale, 

is the use of metal-fiIIed nanotubes (diameter: 5 nm and up) as wires.128 Perhaps 

nanotubes do not permit electric current to pass through their walls radially; if so 

these metal filled nanostructures might be used as cores for tiny coaxial cables. 

Molecular transistors and switches have also been proposed. At his 1981 

conference, Carter proposed a system of soliton valves for switching soliton

transported charge packets traveling down conjugated polymer molecules.129 At the 

same conference he presented a design for a molecular NOR gate.180 Other 

designs for single-electron valves for conducting polymers are due to Lazarev et al. 

(1988)181 and Tour et al. (1990).182 Schneiker et al. proposed nanometer scale 
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triode "vacuum tubes"133 based on Fink's monoatomic field-emitter tips.79 

Organometallic complexes such as chlorophyll and various porphyrins, which 

absorb light and use the captured energy to drive intramolecular electron transfer, 

might be used to insert or remove signals or energy from molecular electronic 

circuits. Such molecules act as nanometer scale photon antennas. 1M 

Molecular memory elements have also been considered. Hopfield et al. 

presented a design for an optically pumped molecular shift register.135 

Zarembowich and Kahn proposed to use spin states in molecules as an information 

storage medium.13s Spectral hole burning is being investigated as a means to 

optically address and alter the state of individual molecules embedded in a polymer 

matrix.137,138 

To use the devices discussed above, they must be incorporated into circuits 

and connected to the outside world. Most schemes for doing this rely on the self

organizing properties ofbiomembranes and Langmuir-Blodgett (L-B) monomolecular 

films. As first pointed out by Hans Kuhn in 1967,139 L-B thin-film techniques 

provide a way of constructing novel electronic and optical devices by stacking 

monomolecular films into structures with nanometer scale ordering along one 

dimension. Techniques for arranging molecular components in the other two 

dimensions are not as well developed. Perhaps STM or biological methods might be 

exploited to create "templates" for the other two dimensions. Robinson and Seeman 

recently proposed a design for a self-assembling molecular memory "biochip" 
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incorporating polyacetylene-like molecular wires, charge-transfer molecular switches 

and oxidation-reduction of iron atoms as single-bit memory sites.14o Their design 

uses chains of nucleic acids as scaffolds upon which their circuitry self-assembles into 

a crystalline matrix. 

Natural Nanocomputers: The Cytoskeleton 

Nature, by providing examples in the form of living cells, demonstrates that 

nanometer scale information processing systems are possible. How does a living cell 

organize and control the complex biomolecular machinery that enables it to live, 

grow, reproduce, and repair itself? How does a cell monitor the environment beyond 

its outer membrane, and coordinate its activites with the organism's other cells? If it 

is a free-living, single-celled organism, how can a cell engage in complex behaviors 

such as finding food and avoiding predators, without a brain or nervous system? Is 

a cell's metabolic machinery coordinated and controlled only via signals in the form 

of chemical concentration gradients, or is there a more organized intracellular 

communications system? If there is such a system, what is its physical form, and what 

is the nature of its signals? 

Any intracellular communication and information processing system must link 

all parts of a cel1, as a nervous system links alI parts of an animal's body, or a 

telephone network links all parts of a city. Inside eukaryotic cells14
! is a structure 

with the required form known as the cytoskeleton, consisting primarily of a fine 
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filamentous network that permeates the ground substance (cytoplasm) of the cell. As 

the name implies, the cytoskeleton gives the cell its shape and provides mechanical 

support for movement and growth. It also serves as a material transport system within 

the cell, carrying molecules and other small structures from point to point within the 

cell. A dynamic structure, the cytoskeleton is constantly changing shape and is 

involved in almost every activity taking place inside the cell.142 

The major components of the cytoskeleton are filaments known as 

microtubules (MTs), assembled from a protein called tubulin.148 Each of the 

thousands of MTs in a typical cell consists of an ordered cylindrical lattice of tubulin 

molecules, 24nm in diameter and up to several meters in length.144 The tubulin 

molecules which make up the walls of the hollow, cylindrical MTs are globular dimers 

about 4 nm in diameter and 8 nm long. Attached to individual tubulin molecules, in 

regular arrays on the outside surface of the MTs, are a variety of other protein 

molecules called microtubule associated proteins (MAPs). MAPs can be seen in 

electron micrographs linking neighboring MTs together or connecting them to other 

intracellular structures or to proteins embedded in the cell's outer membmne. 

In a paper presented at F.L. Carter's 1981 Workshop on Molecular Electronic 

Devices, S.R. Hameroff and R.c. Watt proposed that, in addition to the structural 

functions mentioned above, the cytoskeleton acts as an intracellular nervous 

system.145 They proposed that signals traveling along microtubules, throughout the 

interlinked cytoskeletal network, form a eukaryotic cell's primary intracellular 
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information processing system. They further proposed that, in neurons, this 

cytoskeletal distributed computer plays an essential role in determining both the 

behavior of each individual neuron and the character of the connections between 

neurons. Hameroff and Watt consider the cytoskeleton to be the primary active agent 

supporting the phenomena of memory and consciousness in the brains of humans and 

other animals. 

In their original 1981 paper, Hameroff and Watt presented indirect evidence 

in support of their theory and discussed several possible mechanisms for information 

transfer along MTs. One mechanism considered assumes that the postulated signals 

consist of ordered electron transfers between neighboring tubulin molecules. In this 

model electrons percolate down the lattice of tubulin molecules, clocked by nerve 

action potentials passing by on the nearby cell membrane. At each cycle, an electron 

can jump ahead one lattice site, or jump to the left. Electrons are injected or 

removed from the microtubules at sites where MAPs are attached to the tubulin 

lattice; electrons so transferred can activate biomolecular devices connected to the 

MAPs. In this way information (in the from of traveling arrays of electrons) might 

pass from one part of the cell to another, controlling various protein-based 

nanomachines connected to the cytoskeleton and so controlling the metabolic 

nanomachinery of the cell. 

Later work by Hameroff146 and colleagues147,148 developed these 

concepts further, presenting more sophisticated models wherein the information is 
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represented not by electrons but by ordered arrays of molecular conformational 

(shape) changes sweeping down the MTs. These models, based on Frohlich's 

coherent excitations149 and Conrad's "molecular automata" 150 , include 

descriptions of MAP-MT interconnections, a MAP-MT learning mechanism and a 

MAP-MT-membrane-receptor network functioning as a virus recognition system.15l 

Dayhoff et a1. invoked this cytoskeletal signal processing model to explain how 

error signals might be transmitted back through the interior of neurons, opposite the 

"forward" flow of information carried by action potentials traveling on the outer 

neural membrane. Because mathematicians and computer scientists have shown that 

such feedback schemes can be used to create artificial electronic networks that exhibit 

neuron-like adaptive behaviors, Dayhoffs model lends support to neural network 

explanations of how nervous systems work.152 Ultimately, these authors suggest that 

a new computing technology, much more powerful that today's silicon-based devices 

and compatible with biological systems, might be possible.146 

The Dual-Tip Scanning Tunneling Microscope 

"[This] seems to be the main challenge of Molecular Electronics: 
addressing a single molecule. Success in this field would certainly 
open new avenues for this young discipline. "--I.-P. Launay153 

In the sections above describing artificial (and natural) molecular information 

processing systems, theoretical and experimental evidence was presented in support 
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of the feasibility (or existence) of these systems, though the evidence presented is 

indirect. In the case of the cytoskeleton, the postulated signals have not been 

detected directly, but the cytoskeletal structures behave as if signal processing and 

transfer is occurring in them; in the case of artificial molecular electronic systems, the 

molecular components that must be their consituent parts do display the electronic 

properties necessary to behave as electronic components, but these properties have 

only been demonstrated with aggregates of the molecules. 

To directly demonstrate the existence of signals or signal paths in nanometer 

scale structures, we must overcome the problem of addressability: How do we inject 

signals into, and read signals from, structures as small as individual molecules? Given 

the existence of the scanning tunneling microscope and its kin, with their 

demonstrated ability to image and manipulate individual atoms and molecules, it is 

reasonable to suppose that these microscopes with their atomic scale probe tips 

provide a likely (perhaps exclusive) solution to this problem. 

The utility of scanning probe microscopes in this regard has been recognized 

by several researchers in the fields of molecular electronics and and biocomputing. 

Schneiker et al. proposed the use of multiple STM tips to address nanometer scale 

structures in their 1988 paper.154 Aviram et al. that same year claimed to have 

used an STM to demonstrate single-molecule rectification,155 although they later 

partially retracted their claims. Within the next two years, several other groups 

demonstrated atomic scale diode behavior using STMs.156,157,158 Joachim in 
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1990 proposed to use an STM to measure the conductivity of single molecules.169 

Several groups have imaged conducting and superconducting polymer molecules with 

STM.160,161,162 Tsukamoto et al., with similar goals in mind, reported in 1991 

the construction of an STM with two electrically independent but mechanically 

connected tipS.16S 

Why are STM and AFM uniquely suited to address nanoelectronic devices? 

The nature of the quantum tunneling process allows one to acquire STM images of 

a surface under investigation with subnanometer spatial resolution.164 More 

importantly, the presence of the tip close to the sample allows an investigator to 

mechanically perturb or electronically inject a signal into the surface with the same 

spatial resolution. Electrons or phonons comprising such a signal disperse throughout 

the structure of the sample beneath the source tip (figure 1). Another similar probe 

tip located close by might be used to detect the presence of this injected signal 

(figure 2). The spatial and temporal distribution of the injected signal as it disperses 

in the sample will contain useful information about the structure and properties of 

the sample on a nanometer scale. 

The above scheme uses a pair of STM tips as nanometer scale versions of the 

macroscopic probe tips common to electronic instruments such as ohmmeters, 

oscilloscopes or wafer probe stations. When generating and detecting mechanical 

vibrations (phonons) the two tips are used as nanometer scale versions of a hammer 

and microphone. A pair of AFM tips might be similarly employed, with the added 
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flexibility of being able to examine nanostructures deposited on insulating substrates. 

The first step in performing these experiments is to build and test a two-tip STM or 

AFM with mechanically and electrically independent tips. That is the subject of this 

dissertation. 

Summary 

In this introduction I have given a brief history of the atomic hypothesis, 

emphasizing the importance of this idea to the material progress of humankind, and 

reviewed recent theoretical and experimental developments that have yielded 

promising techniques that allow us to restructure matter atom by atom. I have 

discussed recent work in two areas where these new abilities are likely to have a large 

impact: the construction of powerful, nanometer scale computing machinery, and the 

investigation of how living cells process information and organize their internal 

operations. In both these applications there is a pressing need to develop the ability 

to inject and remove signals from nanometer scale structures. Multiple tip scanning 

probe microscopes provide the most promising approach to achieving this goal. 
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II. THE SCANNING TUNNELING MICROSCOPE 

Despite the demonstrated success at using STM to perform atomic imaging 

and manipulation, STM was not the first technique to yield images of individual 

atoms. That honor goes to the field ion microscope, invented in 1951 by Erwin 

Muller.16s In 1955, using a cryogenically cooled version of his invention, Muller 

obtained the first real-space images of atoms, an atomic-resolution view of tungsten 

atoms on the tip of a tungsten needle.166 

Atomic Resolution with Sharp Tips 

The field ion microscope, a derivative of the field electron microscope, 

produces high-resolution images of the very tip of a metal needle by exploiting the 

phenomenon of field emission. Field emission occurs when a large electric field near 

the surface of a metal allows electrons to escape from the surface by quantum 

tunneling through the surface potential barrier. A sharp metal needle held at a high 

negative potential will emit electrons in this manner. The emitted electrons, 

accelerated radially away from the needle tip, form a faint image of the tip's surface 

when allowed to impact a grounded phosphor screen a short distance away. Small 

protuberances on the end of the needle, due to individual atoms or small atomic 

clusters, produce localized regions of high electric field near the surface of the 

needle, resulting in increased electron emission from these areas. The resulting 

images display nearly atomic resolution, falling short of this goal only because the 
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low-mass electrons have on avera!;e too much lateral momentum to give atomically 

sharp images. 

Muller's field ion microscope uses much higher mass helium ions in place of 

the electrons of the field electron microscope. This is accomplished by holding the 

needle at a high positive potential and filling the evacuated space inside the 

microscope chamber with helium gas at a few microns pressure. Helium molecules 

which drift near the end of the high-voltage tip are ionized by the high electric fields 

present there and are subsequently accelerated toward the phosphor imaging screen, 

just as the electrons are in the field electron microscope. For a given energy, the 

higher-mass ions have a much shorter de Broglie wavelength than the electrons, and 

so produce much sharper images. 

Almost an 8TM: the Topografiner 

Field emission from a sharp tip was used to build a precursor to the scanning 

tunneling microscope, a non-contact stylus profiJometer called the topografiner. 

Invented by Russe11 Young167 and co11eagues168 in 1971, this instrument was an 

extension of Young's successful efforts to build an ultra sensitive micrometer based 

on the current/voltage characteristics of a vacuum gap established between a field 

emission tip and a nearby flat anode.169 

The amount of field emission current passing between a field emission tip and 

a nearby flat metal surface depends on both the gap size and voltage. By continually 
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monitoring the gap current while the gap size is allowed to vary, keeping the current 

constant by adjusting the gap voltage, Young set up a servo loop that translated 

changes in gap spacing into changes in gap voltage. He demonstrated reproducible 

sub angstrom displacement measurements with this device. 

In his 1966 paper describing his ultramicrometerl68, Young proposed to use 

his invention to obtain line profiles and contours of surfaces, by moving the emission 

tip laterally over the surface of interest while the servo loop is operating. Performing 

a series of line scans arranged in a raster pattern this way yields a three-dimensional 

image of the surface. The resulting instrument, his topografiner, uses a three-axis 

piezoelectric positioner to move the tip over the surface of the sample under servo 

control, building up a real-space image of the surface with a lateral resolution of 

about 10 nm. 

Except for the use of field emission instead of quantum tunneling to sense the 

height of the probe tip, the topografiner is identical to an STM! Young even 

mentioned that "When the emitter in the topografiner is brought to within 10 or 20 

angstroms of the surface, electrons tunnel directly from the emitter to the anode in 

the same way that electrons tunnel through oxide layers in thin film devices."169 Since 

the topografiner as he describes it contains all the essential elements of the scanning 

tunneling microscope, had he followed up this observation with more experiments, 

he would have quickly arrived at the STM. Unfortunately, invention of the STM in 

the early 1970's was narrowly avoided by a management decision to kill the 
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topografiner project.170 Though Young was on the right track, the 1986 Nobel prize 

in physics, awarded for the invention of the STM some ten years later, went instead 

to Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer.27 

STM Fundamentals 

The scanning tunneling microscope is a near-field device: there is no electron 

beam as in a standard electron microscope.l7l Electrons pass from the tip into the 

sample (or vice versa) by quantum tunneling across the subnanometer gap between 

the atom(s) on the end of the STM probe tip and the atoms on the surface of the 

sample. 

To form an image of the surface, a constant bias voltage is applied between 

the tip and the sample (the sample must be a conducting or semiconducting solid). 

The probe tip is brought close to the surface and as it approaches to within a few 

atomic diameters a small current begins to flow across the gap (figure 3). The 

magnitude of this current, typically about a nanoampere and strongly dependent on 

the size of the gap, is monitored by a sensitive transimpedance amplifier (figure 4). 

The resulting voltage signal representing the amount of tip current is used to control 

a piezoelectric servomechanism that moves the tip in the direction perpendicular to 

the sample surface (figure 5). 
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Figure 5 Complete STM servo circuit 

As the tip is scanned slowly in a raster pattern across the surface, it moves 

toward or away from the surface, following the shape of the surface under the control 

of the servo. The image height data consist of the perpendicular height of the tip for 

each position of the raster scan pattern; the data generated in this constant current 

imaging mode are assembled by computer into an image as each pixel is read out. 

Alternatively, the tip can be scanned rapidly over the surface, so that the 

servomechanism cannot follow the contours of the surface. In this operating mode, 

the data of interest are the tunneling current values at each point in the scan, rath~r 

than the tip height. This constant height mode gives a current image of the surface. 

Empirically it is found that the tip current depends exponentially on gap 

size:172 
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where: I = tip current, Vg = gap bias, Ro = a characteristic resistance, z = gap 

distance and k = a constant related to the work functions of the two materials (tip 

and sample). Parameters Ro and k depend on the electronic structure of the tip and 

sample, and for large enough z can be taken to be constant for a given tip and 

sample. (Here "large enough" means that the interaction of the tip and sample is so 

small that perturbation theory can be used to describe the system, corresponding 

physically to any situation where the tip and surface do not appreciably deform 

during "contact".) Typical values for these parameters are: k = 2.3 A and Ro = 107 

O. These values yield a tunneling current I = 1 nA for a gap bias Vg = 100 mV and 

a gap distance z = 5 A, with the current decreasing by ten for every one angstrom 

increase in gap spacing z. 

The first accurate theory explaining the above dependence of tip current on 

gap spacing and voltage was due to Tersoff and Hamann.173 They used Bardeen's 

formalism174 which pictures the tunneling current as due to the overlap of the 

"tails" of the tip and sample wavefunctions. In this model, an electron may jump from 

a filled state in the tip to an empty state in the sample if two conditions are met: the 

two states have the same energy, and their wavefunctions overlap appreciably in the 

space between the tip and sample. The probability of the jump occurring per unit 

time is proportional to the product of the two wavefunctions, integrated over all 

space, this quantity known as the "tunneling matrix element" for those two states. 

Total current is then the sum of the contributions due to all such pairs of tip-sample 
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states. 

Bardeen invokes Green's Theorem to replace the volume integral of the 

wavefunction product with a surface integral, so that Tersoff and Hamann's general 

expression for the tunneling current is: 

with: 

and 1Jr IS and WII being sample and tip wavefunctions, respectively. 

Tersoff and Hamann develop their theory further by expanding the sample 

wavefunctions into a Fourier series, and by modeling the tip as a spherical potential 

well with a radius typical for a metal atom. Using this simple model they derive the 

empirical current function above. Finally, they conclude that constant current STM 

images can be interpreted as contours of equal local density of states of the sample, 

provided two general conditions are met: the tip is spherical in form, and the tip and 

sample do not deform due to contact forces. 

This model of the current flow across the gap (and the resulting interpretation 

of the STM images) can best be understood by referring to an energy level diagram 

of the tunneling gap (figure 6). The left portion of the figure represents the energy 

band structure of the probe tip, the right the energy band structure of the sample. 
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Two wavefunctions, with their overlap, are also shown. Electrons must tunnel from 

a filled state in the tip to an empty state in the sample, therefore only pairs of states 

with energies lying between the two Fermi energies ~t and ~II' may contribute to 

the total tunneling current (figure 7). Since the difference in the Fermi levels of the 

tip and sample is equal to the gap bias V g' changing V g will change the states through 

which the tunneling will occur. This means that there is an entire family of surfaces 

associated with anyone area of the sample: there is no one "surface" of the sample. 
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Figure 6 Tunneling gap energy level diagram 

Tersoff and Hamann's model accounts for the high lateral resolution of the 

STM imaging process by picturing that process as a convolution, of the spatially 

localized tip states with the extended wavefunctions of the sample. Though 

conceptually simple to interpret, and accurate for a wide range of experimental 

conditions, the Tersoff-Hamann treatment does not tell us anything about the current 
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distribution of the electrons as they leave the tip. Do they head straight down into the 

sample? How far do the· electrons go before they suffer a collision? Can the 

electrons be scattered by structures underneath the tip? If so, can these scattered 

electrons be collected by another STM tip a short distance away? 

E 
(tip) (sample) 

\-+- sample LDOS 

Figure 7 Electron energy loss after crossing tunneling barrier 

z 

Barniol et aI., also using Bardeen's formalism, constructed a three-dimensional 

model of the tunneling gap, and concluded that most of the electrons enter the 

sample within a cone with a total apex angle of about 35 degrees.175 Lucas et aI., 

using a scattering approach, also derive similar results.176 Both groups conclude 

that the the current density falls to about 10% of the peak value about 17 degrees 

from the axis of the tip. So, absent a structure beneath the tip that can scatter 

electrons, there should be few electrons traveling laterally along the surface. 
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Ballistic Electron Emission Microscopy 

The STM related technique called ballistic electron emission microscopy 

(BEEM) shows that there are structures that can efficiently scatter STM-injected 

electrons. BEEM is used to acquire images of metal-semiconductor junctions buried 

up to lOnm or so beneath the surface of the metal. Figure 8 illustrates the basic idea 

of BEEM. A standard STM tip is brought up to the metal side of the Schottky diode, 

forming a three-terminal device. This STM tip is the emitter of this novel "transistor", 

with the base being the thin metal layer and the collector being the semiconductor 

substrate. 
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Figure 8 STM setup for ballistic electron emission microscopy 
(BEEM) 
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Electrons from the STM tip are injected into the metal layer and move 

ballistically (with a mean free path of about 10 nm) until they reach the metal-

semiconductor junction. Some pass over the potential barrier at the junction, forming 

the external collector current; the rest complete the circuit by exiting the sample via 

the base. Figure 9 is an energy-level diagram for this system. Starting in the tip at the 

left of the diagram, electrons pass through the tunneling gap into the metal base 

region. Encountering the metal-semiconductor Schottky barrier, some pass through 

into the semiconductor, but most are reflected off the barrier and scatter back into 

the metal. The base current is usually about 100 times larger than the collector 

current, which is of the order of picoamps. 
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Figure 9 BEEM energy level diagram 

To form an image of the subsurface junction, the tip is scanned over the 

surface as in STM, but the collector current (not the tip height or tip current) is 
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plotted as a function of tip position. In their original paper describing BEEM,177 

Kaiser and Bell report 2 nm lateral resolution beneath a 10 nm thick gold film 

deposited on silicon. The explanation for both the small amount of collector current 

and the high lateral resolution is that only a narrow cone angle of emitted electrons 

is allowed through the Schottky barrier.178,179,180 (See figure 10.) We thus have 

an example of a nanometer scale structure (the metal-semiconductor junction) which 

effectively scatters electrons projected at it by an STM tip. It seems reasonable to 

expect, given the nanometer scale structure visible in BEEM images, that one-

dimensional structures will also scatter electrons, and that a second STM tip nearby 

will intercept some of these electrons, demonstrating injection, transfer and detection 

of electronic signals through nanometer scale structures. 
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collector 
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semiconductor 
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~--------------------------~ 
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Figure 10 Electron trajectories in a BEEM experiment 
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Dual-Tip STM Physics 

The energy band structure for our dual-tip STM system is depicted in figures 

11 and 12. Most of the electrons that tunnel from tip 1 into the sample will lose 

energy and fall down into the sample's Fermi sea, as in the case for a single tip 

system. But, provided the Fermi level of the second tip is less than the Fermi level 

of the first tip, a few may scatter elastically toward the location of the second tip, and 

tunnel through the second barrier into tip 2, adding to the current in the second tip's 

circuit. 
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Figure 11 Dual-tip energy level diagram: Eptl > Ept2 > Eps 
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The magnitude of this transfer current will in many cases be much smaller 

than the magnitude of the d.c. tip currents used to establish the proximity of either 

tip to the surface of the sample, so some trick must be used to detect this current. 
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Figure 12 Dual-tip energy level diagram: ~t1 > ~8 > ~t2 
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z 

One such trick is commonly called "lock-in" or phase sensitive detection. In figures 

13 and 14 is shown, added to the d.c. bias level of tip 1, a small a.c. modulation. 

During each cycle of the modulation, the Fermi level of tip 1 rises and falls along 

with the impressed bias, so that electrons are alternately present or not in the narrow 

band of states on top of tip 1 's d.c. Fermi level. If the bias level V g2 of tip 2 is 

adjusted so that the Fermi level of tip 2 is equal to or less than the Fermi level in tip 

1 (i.e. if V g2 < V gl)' these electrons will be able to tunnel through the barrier at tip 

2 and form an a.c. signal in that tip's detection circuit. If ~t2 < ~8 as shown in 

figure 14, then the amplitude of the a.c. modulation may be as large as Vg1 itself, 

giving a large modulation signal. 
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Figure 13 Bias modulation of transfer current: ~8 < ~t2 
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Figure 14 Bias modulation of transfer current: Era > Ert2 
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Figure 15 Gap modulation of transfer current: ~8 < ~t2 

Another way of modulating the transfer current for lock-in detection might be 

to vary the width of the tunneling gap, so that current from all states in tip 1 

(including the topmost filled states contributing to the transfer current) will be 

modulated. (See figure 15.) Figure 16 depicts electrons flowing from tip 1 into tip 2 

in cases where the bias applied to tip 1 is opposite in sign to the bias applied to tip 

2. As with bias modulation, this arrangement may result in a stronger transfer current 

signal. 

The signal representing the strength of the transfer current, for each location 

of tip 2 (with tip 1 held stationary), can be plotted pixel by pixel on the standard 

STM image of the surface generated by tip 2. In this manner a map of any low 

resistance paths passing under tip 1 may be displayed on the STM image generated 

by the neighboring tip 2. 
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For example, if a strand of conducting polymer is lying on the substrate, and 

both tips are postioned over the molecule, and if the Fermi levels of both tips are 

adjusted to lie just under the energy of the quantum states that account for the 

conductivity of the molecule, then a portion of the modulated transfer current should 

pass down the molecule, verifying the existence of those conducting states. 

A noise model of the STM tunneling gap is presented in Appendix A. 
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Figure 16 Gap modulation of transfer current: ~8 > ~t2 

Other Dual-Probe Systems 

Two other dual-tip STMs have been built by other groups. Closest in approach 

and design to the present instrument is the microscope built by Tsukamoto, Siu and 

Nakagiri mentioned on page 35. In their 1991 paper,160 Tsukamoto et a1. describe 

their two-tip STM as having lIelectrically independent tipsll, but this is only partly the 
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case: Their two tips are in two separate current loops, but (since they apply the gap 

bias to the sample instead of to the tips separately) both of their tips must always 

remain at the same potential. This means that their instrument cannot be used to 

inject and detect a signal as described in the previous section. Furthermore, in their 

microscope, both tips are mounted on the same positioning shaft, so there is a fixed 

distance between them, making it impossible to independently explore the surface of 

the sample with the two tips (figure 17). Nevertheless, their work is an important 

milestone in that it shows one can acquire images with two tips simultaneously. 

tip 2 

Z2piezo 

~~-~-<OVC2 
positioning shaft ~ 

tip 1 

Figure 17 Tsukamoto et aJ.'s twin-probe STM 

Kawakatsu and Higuchi also describe a dual-tip STM, this time with the two 

probe tips facing each other point-to-point, so that the tips are looking at opposite 

sides of their sample. lSI They use this "dual tunneling-unit" STM to perform 

ultrahigh precision metrology on their sample: the tip on the "underside" of the 
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sample is used to count the lattice planes on a reference crystal as the sample is 

moved underneath the other tip, providing a nanometer scale displacement reference 

(figure 18). 
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Figure 18 Kawakatsu and Higuchi's dual-tunneling-unit STM 

Williams et al. describe a hybrid vacuum collector/semiconductor transistor 

that has the same geometry as our dual tip STM (figure 19). However, tip 1 in this 

device contacts the surface of the semiconductor chip (creating a point-contact diode) 

and tip 2 hovers 20 J,£m above tip 1, so that neither tip is operating in the tunneling 

regime. Moreover, the two tips are not under active position control, so that this dual 

tip device is clearly not an STM. Thus our dual tip STM is unique in concept and 

execution. 
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Figure 19 The vacuum collector transistor of Williams et al. 
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III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DUAL-TIP STM 

Two dual-tip STMs are described in this chapter, an atmospheric pressure 

version and a vacuum cryogenic version. The vacuum cryogenic version was designed 

with investigations of semiconductor infrared detector chips in mind; such chips are 

commonly used at cryogenic temperatures. The atmospheric pressure, room 

temperature version is intended for use with biological and other room temperature 

samples. 

Both instuments share the same electronics and computer subsystems, differing 

only in the design of their scan heads and tip positioning mechanisms. The vacuum 

cryogenic unit is of course mounted in a vacuum chamber, the inside of which is 

cooled with liquid nitrogen to cryogenic temperatures. 

System Overview 

For a global view of the system, refer to the photo (figure 20) and biock 

diagram (figure 21). The heart of the microscope is the scan head assembly, 

consisting of the sample and its mounting, the two probe tips, their tubular 

piezoelectric scanners (upon which the tips are mounted), the tip positioning units 

(upon which the scanner tubes are mounted), and the two transimpedance 

preamplifiers. The signals, one from each tip, are produced at the preamps and 

transferred via a pair of postamps to the large box labeled "STM Electronics", which 

contains most of the STM servo and data processing circuitry. "STM Electronics" is 
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physically one chassis, but electrically contains four subsystems with separate grounds 

and power supplies, labeled "Waveform Generator", "Data Mux", "Tip 1 Circuit" and 

"Tip 2 Circuit". Except for the analog data signals output from the two Tip Circuits 

(which are input to the frame grabber board in the computer), the STM Electronics 

interfaces with the computer through a set of optoisolators to keep the noisy 

computer ground separate from the sensitive STM electronics ground. 

Figure 20 Dual tip STM system 

There are two scan head assemblies, one for use with room temperature, 

atmospheric pressure samples, the other designed for use with vacuum or cryogenic 

samples. The atmospheric pressure unit uses a set of levers and micrometer screws 

to position the probe tips near the surface of the sample, and incorporates rubber 
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and steel components in its vibration isolation system. The vacuum cryogenic scan 

head is designed for use in a vacuum environment, so its tips are positioned from 

outside its vacuum chamber using a sytem of piezoelectric inchworm motors under 

computer control, and its vibration isoiation system has no rubber parts. 

STM Electronics 

I i 
L-(viCiiiiiiiseanliCiOOiiIyjJ---------------

Figure 21 Dual-tip STM block diagram 
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Image data produced by either of the scan head assemblies, after analog 

processing in the STM electronics, are passed to a slow-scan frame grabber board in 

the system's computer and displayed on a standard RGB color monitor. The signal 

input to the display monitor is VCR compatible and so may be recorded for later use. 
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Finally, provision has been made for the installation of a lock-in amplifier that 

can be used to detect the presence of modulated signals injected into the sample by 

one of the tips, when the instrument is to be used in that mode. 

Scan Head Assembly: Atmospberic Pressure Unit 

The atmospheric pressure scan head assembly (figures 22 and 23) is built upon 

a mild steel plate, 32 cm (12.6 in.) wide by 25.5 cm (10 in.) deep by 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) 

thick, which has a mass of about 12.1 kg. To keep vibrations present in the floor from 

disturbing the operation of the scan head, this baseplate is hung by four rubber 

bungee cords from an open steel frame (figure 24). The weight of the scan head 

(total mass 20.0 kg) stretches the bungee cords approximately 21 cm, with resulting 

measured resonant frequencies for the vibration isolation system182 of 1.4 Hz for 

vertical oscillations and 0.7 Hz for horizontal oscillations. Vertical oscillations damp 

out after about 6 seconds, horizontal oscillations after about 60 seconds. 

A sample to be imaged must be individually mounted on a standard Kyocera 

68-pin leadless ceramic chip carrier. This chip carrier snaps into a mating socket 

(Amphenol model PMPS-68) mounted on a block of Macor183 for electrical 

insulation. The Macor block is held with epoxy glue onto the top of a mild steel post 

which has a magnet set into its bottom face (figure 25), providing a rigid yet movable 

way of holding the entire sample post assembly onto the steel baseplate. 
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Figure 22 Atmospheric pressure scan head 

Figure 23 Atmospheric pressure scan head, side view 
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Figure 24 Complete atmospheric pressure scan head, showing 
vibration isolation system 

The two scanner/preamp assemblies (described below) can be individually 

positioned over the sample by means of twin micrometer-screw-and-Iever mechanism. 

Each scanner/preamp assembly is glued (using optician's wax) to a mild steel block, 

sitting atop one of two movable, releaseable magnetic mounts consisting of a pair of 

machinist's magnetic bases boited together into one rigid unit (figure 26). The 

rearmost magnetic base of each mount faces down, resting on the steel baseplate, and 

when turned "on" locks the mount onto the baseplate. The foremost magnetic base 

faces up and when "on" locks the scanner/preamp assembly onto the mount. 



6S 

Figure 2S Sample mounting post 

Figure 26 Adjustable magnetic mounts for scanner assemblies 
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The front leg of each mount consists of a micrometer screw pointing down, so 

that the end of this screw rests atop a stout steel footplate, which in turn rests on the 

steel baseplate. The footplate contacts the baseplate at three points, two being hard 

steel balls set into its bottom face, the third being the end of a second micrometer 

screw. (There are four micrometer screws altogether, two in each of the mounts.) The 

micrometer screws are used to positon the tip vertically and bring it down onto the 

sample surface during the initial "tip approach" phase of the imaging process. 

In both mounts, increased precision of vertical motion is provided by the 

footplate and second micrometer, which acts as a 2Ox, lOx or 6.8x lever reduction 

system relative to the first micrometer screw (figure 27). With the reduction ratio set 

Figure 27 Footplate and lever reduction mechanism 
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at lOx, rotating the second micrometer screw one small division on its scale moves 

its probe tip one micron vertically (toward or away from the sample surface). 

Horizontal positioning of each tip is accomplished by turning the foremost 

magnetic base "off' and moving the scanner/preamp assembly manually until the tip 

is in the desired location over the sample. The magnetic base is then turned back 

"on", locking the tip into place. Tip position during coarse approach to the sample 

is monitored visually using a long working distance microscope system (figures 28 and 

29). 
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Figure 28 Atmospheric pressure scan head viewing system 
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The long working distance microscope system consists of a relay lens and 

viewing microscope (figure 28). The relay lens (a Nikon Micro-Nikkor 105 mm f/2.8 

"macro" 35 mm camera lens) forms a real image of the sampie and tips, which is then 

inspected with the aid of a standard straight tube optical microscope. Measured 

transverse magnification of the relay lens is -0.5, the microscope objective is lOx 

power, and the microscope eyepiece is 20x giving overall system magnification of 

lOOx. Working distance is 24 cm. Illumination is provided by a double gooseneck 

incandescent source (Cole-Parmer model 9741-50) which has a blue glass transmission 

filter affixed to one of its gooseneck outputs with a dab of silicone RTV sealant. This 

blue light source illuminates the sample from a position opposite the microscope, so 

that its light enters the microscope after being scattered in a specular or near 

specular fashion from the surface of the sample. The other unfiltered gooseneck 

output illuminates the sample from a position next to the relay lens, so that its light 

is backscattered into the microscope system. Aiming the microscope is accomplished 

using an altazimuth mount wr.ich is stabilized with two magnets which slide on steel 

plates (figure 29). 

Each scanner/preamp assembly (figure 30) is bolted to a Macor block, which 

in turn is glued to a mild steel block as described above. A single scanner/preamp 

consists of a piezoelectric tube scanner, tip holder, probe tip, and preamplifier with 

signal, bias and power cabling. 
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Figure 29 Long working distance microscope viewing system 

Figure 30 Scanner/preamp assembly 
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The tube scanners provide the fine positioning of the tips under the control 

of the STM electronics. To enable both STM tips to access the same area of surface 

simultaneously, the two tubes are mounted horizontally,184 with their axes parallel 

so that their respective probe tips are facing each other when acquiring images 

(figure 31). The tubes186 have one outer electrode, connected to the STM 

electronics chassis ground, and four inner electrodes, connected to the outputs of the 

STM high voltage drivers. Putting the high voltage signals onto the inside of the tubes 

greatly reduces capacitive coupling between them and the sensitive, high impedance 

preamp inputs. 
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Figure 31 Dual-tip geometry 

On the free end of each tube scanner is glued, using Torr-seal epoxy, the tip 

holder assembly (figure 32). This assembly consists of a three layer sandwich of two 

Macor disks separated by a thin brass disk, all glued together with Torr-seal. The 
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brass disk is connected to the guard electrode of the preamp, and keeps leakage 

currents from reaching the probe tip. The bottom Macor disk insulates this shield 

from the outer surface of the scanner tube, which is in electrical contact with the 

STM chassis ground. Into the top Macor disk is set a gold plated female electronics 

pin socket, which is bent so that it points down 45 degrees from the horizontal. Into 

the end of this pin is set, using conductive silver paint, a fine metal tube of .010" (0.25 

mm) inside diameter, which holds the STM probe tip186 proper. 

Figure 32 Tip holder assembly 

Set above each scanner tube is that tip's preamplifier, which converts the 

nanoampere tip current into a voltage signal that is transmitted to the rest of the 

STM electronics. Great care was used while constructing the preamps to keep the 

lead from the tip to the opamp inputs short, in an effort to minimize the capacitance 

at this high impedance node. Input signal bandwidth is effectively limited by this stray 
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capacitance in parallel with the 1.0 Megohm resistance input resistors. The value 1.0 

Megohm was chosen as a compromise between signal to noise ratio and minimum 

desired measurable tunneling gap impedance. (See Appendix A for noise calculations 

and typical tunneling gap impedance.) A higher input resistance increases the input 

signal to noise ratio, but also raises the minimum operating impedance of the 

tunneling gap and reduces the system's input bandwidth, as mentioned above. 

Scan Head Assembly: Vacuum Cryogenic Unit 

The vacuum cryogenic scan head assembly uses the same probe tips, preamps 

and scan tube assemblies as the atmospheric presure head. The differences between 

the atmospheric pressure and vacuum scan heads are in the tip positioning, baseplate 

and vibration isolation system. 

The baseplate and tip positioning systems of the vacuum scan head are made 

almost entirely out of Macor for reasons of vacuum compatibility, thermal stability 

and electrical insulation. Resting on the circular Macor baseplate (figure 33) are two 

Macor carriages (figure 34) which each hold a customized piezoelectric "Inchworm" 

motor (figure 35).187 Each carriage is connected via two stainless steel leaf springs 

to the shaft of an unmodified Inchworm motor (figure 37) mounted above the 

carriage on the large, fixed, horizontal Macor bar (figure 33). The leaf springs hold 

the two carriages against one edge of a wide, shallow groove machined across the 

upper surface of the baseplate. 
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Figure 33 Vacuum scan head baseplate 

The upper Inchworm motors act to slide the carriages laterally along this groove and 

so provide controlled postioning of the tips in the "x" direction. The lower Inchworm 

motors, mounted on the carriages, move the tips in the "y" and "Z" directions (figure 

36). 

To provide two degrees of motion e'y" and liZ") to each of the tips using the 

lower, carriage-mounted Inchworm motors, these motors were modified to add 

rotational (liZ") motion to the standard translational ("y") motion provided by the 

stock motors. A stock Inchworm motor consists of a ceramic shaft inserted into an 



Figure 34 Inchworm motor carriage 

Figure 35 Modified Inchworm motor in carriage (top view), 
showing T -shaped Macor rotor 
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outer ceramic shell containing the active piezoelectric drive elements which, when 

driven with the correct high voltage waveforms, translate the shaft (relative to the 

shell) in a stepwise fashion (figure 37). The two outer piezoelectric drive elements (1 

and 3) act as voltage controlled clamps which can grip the motor's shaft. The other 

element (2), located between the two clamp elements, changes length under the 

action of the applied voltage. Translation is accomplished by repeating the following 

cycle: clamp 1 and unclamp 3, extend 2, unclamp 1 and clamp 3, retract 2; repeat as 

needed. Each complete stepping cycle translates the shaft, and the STM tip mounted 

upon it, approximately one micron. Higher resolution, down to two nanometers, is 

provided by halting a stepping cycle during the extension phase at an intermediate 

voltage. 
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Figure 37 Stock Inchworm motor with leaf springs attached 

To enable shaft rotation, the motor is modified as follows. The shell from 

another Inchworm motor is mounted on the shaft along with the original motor's 

shell. Glued to this second shell is a Macor rotor whose two arms are connected via 

flexible joints to extra piezoelectric actuators (figures 34 and 35). The entire 

mechanism (both shells, shaft, rotor and extra piezoelectric actuators) rests in the 

Macor carriage, which acts as the baseplate for this assembly. To put the unit in 

rotation mode, a multi pole switch is thrown which reconnects the electrical wiring to 

the two shells so that they act only as piezoelectric clamps (i.e. shell 1 acts like clamp 

1, shell 2 acts like clamp 3, and the extra actuator replaces the standard center drive 

element 2). Driven this way with the same high voltage waveforms used in translation 
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mode, the shaft will rotate and move the STM tip in the "z" direction (that is, toward 

or away from the surface of the sample). One complete rotational stepping cycle 

moves the STM tip approximately 5 J.£m in the "z" direction; minimum "z" resolution 

is approximately 10 nanometers. 

Isolation from floor vibrations is provided by a two stage system. Stage one is 

outside the vacuum chamber and consists of the air flotation system from underneath 

Figure 38 External vibration isolation system 
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an optical isolation table (Melles Griot model number 070TIO03). This system lifts 

the entire vacuum chamber up off the floor (figure 38). The chamber is hung from 

a custom steel frame which rests on the pads of the four pneumatic legs. 

Inside the vacuum chamber, the Macor baseplate of the scan head assembly 

is hung from a metal ring inside the cryogenic experiment chamber (figure 39) by 

Figure 39 Vacuum scan head on test stand, 
showing metal ring and springs of internal 
vibration isolation system 
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three springs made of #10 music wire. This is the second stage of the vibration 

isolation system. Damping for the second stage is provided by three aluminum vanes 

which engage slots in permanent magnets mounted in the walls of the experiment 

chamber. Resonant frequency for the second stage system, as measured with the scan 

head mounted on its test stand, is about 2 Hz. 

Figure 40 Vacuum chamber lid showing window 
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Samples for the vacuum cryogenic scan head are mounted in the same 68-pin 

leadless chip carriers used in the atmospheric pressure unit. These ceramic chip 

carriers fit into the same model Amphenol socket, here mounted directly onto the 

Macor baseplate. The sample is illuminated and viewed through a 4 inch clear 

aperture window in the top of the vacuum chamber (figure 40). A small first-surface 

mirror, mounted at an angle on the baseplate next to the Amphenol socket, allows 

a side view of the sample area from the window above for easier tip approach. A 

long working distance microscope (working distance at least 28 cm), looking through 

the window (figure 41), allows the operator to monitor the position of the tips 

relative to the sample. 

All cables carrying sensitive signals inside the vacuum chamber are shielded 

coax. Preamp bias supply and preamp output (three signals for each preamp) are 

carried in Lakeshore Cryotronics C1 coaxial cable. Preamp power and sample bias 

and ground are carried in RG-174/U coaxial cable. All coax inside the vacuum 

chamber has had its outer insulation split or removed entirely to allow trapped gases 

to escape during pumpdown. 

Cryogenic Experiment Chamber 

The vacuum scan head is hung inside a cryogenically cooled experiment 

chamber mounted inside the vacuum chamber (figure 42). The experiment chamber 

consists of three parts, the bottom part being a tank which can be filled with liquid 
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Cryogenic experiment chamber, top view 

nitrogen from outside the vacuum chamber (figure 43). Bolted to the top surface of 

this welded aluminum tank is a cylindrical aluminum cold shield. Sandwiched between 

the LN2 tank and the cold shield is an indium gasket which increases the thermal 

conductance between the two pieces of metal. An aluminum lid, with a 2 inch (5 cm) 

diameter viewing hole, covers the top of the experiment chamber. The inside surface 

of the resulting cylindrical space is painted flat black to maximize the radiative heat 

transfer between the suspended scan head assembly and the cold chamber walls. To 

reduce radiative heat transfer to the experiment chamber from the room temperature 

walls of the vacuum chamber and lower the LN2 boiloff rate, the outside of the LN2 

tank and cold shield is wrapped in low emissivity aluminized mylar film. 
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To provide a stable platform when changing out STM tips or samples, the 

baseplate of the scan head assembly can be pulled down onto the floor of the 

experiment chamber by means of a chain which connects the underside of the 

baseplate to a manually operated linear motion feed through mounted in the side of 

the vacuum chamber. When locked down in this fashion, two tangs on the edge of 

the baseplate engage slots in the bottom of the cold shield, preventing the baseplate 

Not shown: 

* aluminized mylar 
radiation shielding 

* fill and vent lines to 
~tank 

aluminum 
mOWlting -~~ 
ring 

viewing hole 

mowllting ring 

vibration 
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111--- cold shield 
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Figure 43 Cryogenic experiment chamber cutaway view 
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from moving laterally. When released, the baseplate hangs free, suspended only by 

its springs, keeping vibrations from disturbing the scan head assembly while acquiring 

images. 

Vacuum System 

The vacuum system (figure 38) consists of a custom vacuum chamber pumped 

by a Varian 0-3500 pump module and associated controls and roughing pumps. The 

pump module contains a water cooled titanium sublimation pump, a triode type ion 

pump, and an LN2 cryotrap. Roughing is accomplished with a venturi pump (down 

to about 200 torr) followed by four LN2 sorption pumps. This combination can 

reduce the pressure inside the vacuum chamber to one micron after about one half 

hour of pumping. Pressures below one micron, down to 10-7 torr (simulating the 

inside of a good infrared detector dewar) can be reached using the VacIon® and Ti 

sublimation pumps. 

Mounted (using a rubber "L" gasket) on the main flange of the vacuum pump 

module is a stainless steel collar, 15 cm (6 inches) tall and 45 cm (18 inches) in 

diameter, covered with a hinged aluminum lid 2.5 cm (1 inch) thick and 50 cm (20 

inches) in diameter. The lid is sealed to the top of the collar with a large "0" ring. 

Vacuum chamber internal dimensions are 33 cm (13 inches) high by 43 cm (17 

inches) in diameter. Total vacuum system volume (pump module plus vacuum 

chamber) is about 200 liters. 
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Access to the inside of the vacuum chamber is provided by 25 2.75-inch 

ConFlat® flanges, eight flanges in the collar and 17 in the top of the pump module. 

Direct viewing of the STM sample and scan head is possible through the 4 inch 

window mounted in the chamber lid, mentioned in the provious section. The 

cryogenic experiment chamber is affixed to the walls of the vacuum chamber via 

three fiberglass bars, providing a rigid, high thermal resistance mounting. Due to the 

use of rubber gaskets and plastic parts inside the vacuum chamber, the system is not 

bakeable. 

Electronic Subsystems 

Both the atmospheric pressure and vacuum cryogenic instruments share the 

same electronics and computer subsystems. All the electronics, with the exception of 

the preamps and postamps, is installed in a double-wide standard 19-inch electronics 

rack, standing 173 cm (68 inches) high (figure 44). As seen by the operator the left 

rack contains, from the floor up, the ~ystem's computer (an 8 MHz 80286-based PC), 

a shelf for the computer's keyboard, the computer display monitor, and the STM 

electronics chassis containing the system's analog and digital circuitry and power 

supplies. The right rack contains a computer printer, a shelf for writing, the system's 

image display monitor, an empty shelf (which might hold a lockin amplifier or VCR), 

an interface box, and (in the top slot) a Burleigh model 6000 Inchworm motor 

controller. 
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Figure 44 Operator's station, with the author at the controls 

The STM Electronics chassis is laid out using the IIEurocardll system of 

removable circuit cards. The chassis has 18 slots arranged in two banks of nine each 

(figure 45). The right side of the lower bank contains four cards holding the digital 

circuitry that generates the three TTL signals which synchronize the operation of the 

video frame grabber card (located in the system's computer) with the motion of the 

two probe tips. This circuitry also generates the analog waveforms that define the 

scan pattern taken by the tips. On the left side of the lower bank are five cards 

holding the analog circuitry for the servo loop and display signal conditioning 

functions for tip 1. The five leftmost slots in the upper bank hold the analog servo 

and display cards for tip 2. The four righthand slots in the upper bank are unused. 



Figure 45 STM electronics front panel 

Grounding Scheme 
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Careful attention was paid to design of the grounding scheme for the overall 

system. Each group of cards (two groups of five analog cards and one group of four 

digital cards) has its member cards' ground planes connected together via a busbar 

in the backplane of th~ chassis (figure 46). These busbars are connected via separate 

wires to a common chassis ground point. The preamp commons are grounded to the 

sample, which is connected to the chassis ground via the shield on the bias supply 
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Figure 46 STM electronics chassis grounding scheme 

cables. Each of the two postamps, which boosts its respective preamp signal before 

passing it to the rest of the STM electronics, has its common point connected to the 

"common" terminal on its respective power supply. This terminal is in turn connected 

to the chassis ground via a separate wire. 

Sensistive signals are passed from card to card within the STM Electronics 

chassis, and from the preamps to the chassis, as "double-ended" or differential signals 

to avoid ground loops and magnetic interference. Magnetic (inductive) interference 

from the computer monitor located directly beneath the STM Electronics chassis was 

present at an unacceptably high level until a soft iron shield, covering the top and two 

sides of the monitor, was inserted between the monitor and the chassis. 
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Power Supplies 

Power supplies for the above circuitry are located in the STM Electronics 

chassis. There are ten separate power supplies. Below the lower bank of circuit cards 

are supplies providing: ±15 V bipolar for the digital circuitry, +5 V for the digital 

circuitry, ±15 V bipolar for the analog circuitry, and + 160 V and -160 V (separately) 

for the high voltage scan drivers for tip 1. Above the upper bank of cards are 

supplies providing: ± 15 V bipolar for the analog circuitry, ± 15 V bipolar for preamp 

1, ±15 V bipolar for preamp 2, and +160 V and -160 V (separately) for the high 

voltage scan drivers for tip 2. Separate supplies for the analog circuitry, digital 

circuitry, and each of the preamps are provided to avoid crosstalk between the two 

signal channels and to ensure that noise from the digital circuitry is kept out of the 

(representative bank of cards) 

power 
supply ~,...a.ull4--+--f-+-+---4--+----4--l----4--+----' 

postamp 

indicator lights 

Figure 47 System power supply scheme 
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analog circuits. Separate supplies for each of the preamps were found to be necessary 

to keep the servo loops from oscillating. 

Power supply leads carrying 60 Hz a.c. are twisted wire pairs to avoid inducing 

60 Hz noise in the sensitive portions of the analog circuitry. Power supply d.c. outputs 

are distributed to the destination cards via coaxial cable, with RF filters installed at 

the card end of each of these cables to minimize pickup of radiofrequency noise. The 

common, or return, lead of each power supply is connected to the ground plane on 

each destination card or bank of cards, and these card grounds are then in turn 

connected to the chassis ground point via separate wires (figure 47). 

Servo Loops 

In the following section, I trace the signal around the STM servo control loop, 

starting at the probe tip and preamp and ending at the scanner piezo. (The servo 

electronics is identical for both tips.) This loop is closed via the mechanical path 

defined by the motion of the tubular scanner piezo mounted in the rigid STM 

support structure. Image data can be picked off at one of two points around this loop 

and diverted to display conditioning circuitry before being relayed to the frame 

grabber board located in the system's computer. See the schematic, figure 48. 

Unlike most STM systems, which feature only one probe tip, this instrument 

is designed so that the sample remains at ground potential. This allows the tips to be 

raised independently to separate bias levels. The bias signal for each tip, which can 
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be modulated with a small (up to 200 mV peak to peak) sine wave, originates in the 

Gap Bias Card, and is applied to the preamp's noninverting input (figure 49). Since 

the tip is connected to the preamp's inverting input, this raises the potential of the 

tip by the same amount. Applying gap bias this way means that the bias itself will 

appear on the output of the preamp, summed with the voltage signal representing the 

tip current. To subtract out the unwanted bias component, the preamp is constructed 

in two halves (figure 50), the only difference between the two halves being that one 

has its inverting input connected only to the bias signal and the other has its inverting 

input connected to both the bias. signal and the STM tip. Current drawn by the tip 
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(the variable to be measured) flows through the 1.0 Megohm input resistor at the 

inverting input, producing a voltage drop at that input, which is amplified by that half 

of the preamp. The postamp differences this output with the output from the other 

half of the preamp to recover the actual current signal, represented by a voltage with 

a magnitude equal to one millivolt per nanoampere of tip current. 

Balancing the two halves of the preamp is critical to making this design work. 

Even for applied biases up to 10 V, the gain curves of the two halves of the preamp 

must closely match, and the input bias currents at the inverting inputs of the two 

preamp halves must be much less than the smallest tip current to be measured, here 

taken to be 10 pA In addition, the common mode gain of the complete 

preamp/postamp circuit must be small enough at the frequency of the applied 

modulation signal so that when this signal is present it will not be appear at the 

output of the postamp unless the tip is in contact wth the surface. These conditions 

were met by carefully matching the resistors and capacitors in these circuits and by 

installing a trimmer capacito! between the two inputs of the preamp opamp not 

connected to the tip. This trimmer was used to adjust the rolloff of one of the 

opamps so that the gain of the two halves is equal at the modulation frequency. (The 

frequency of the modulation supplied by the bias card is fixed at 185 kHz for tip 1 

and 180 kHz for tip 2.) 

To eliminate crosstalk between the two tip channels, their respective postamps 

are fed with separate power supplies, and are enclosed in separate cast aluminum 
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boxes, with separate commons connected only to their respective power supplies' 

grounds (figure 51). Postamp voltage gain is -34.5 so that, at the inputs to the 

thls COIIIICdiOD 
tip 1 oaly 

r----,-,----, 

o ~ +15V 
-lSvj 

idcmtical 
r---~) c:ircult o tlp 2 for tip 2 

~-
Figure 51 Sample and preamp grounding and power 

Feedback Cards, each double-ended signal has an amplitude of 500 m V per nanoamp 

of tip current. Each signal is carried to its Feedback Card via an RG-58IU coaxial 

cable, with the cable's outer conductor connected to the postamp common at the 

postamp. This difference signal is applied to the input amplifier on the Feedback 

Card, which serves as an isolation amplifier of gain (-1). The coax outer conductor 

is connected to the Feedback Card ground plane through 20 Kohms of resistance, 

preventing a ground loop from being formed. 

Once on the Feedback Card (figure 52), the signal is split and one leg is sent 

through an inverter with gain of (-1). Either the inverted or original signal is then 

used, depending on the polarity of the bias applied to the tip, so that the resulting 
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signal is always positive. This positive signal V c (V current) is then summed with the 

current setpoint signal (set by the operator), which is always supplied to the summing 

junction as a negative voltage. The resulting difference signal V D is split and applied 

in parallel to both proportional and integral filters. These filters have gain and roll off 

adjustable by the operator, and are used to tailor the overall servo loop gain for best 

operation under various experimental conditions. Their outputs are summed to form 

the signal VF (V feedback), which is applied to the inputs of the high voltage piezo 

scan drive amplifiers as a component of the signals that control the motion of the 

probe tip. 

Four high voltage (±160 V) Apex PA08A opamps located on the Sweep Card 

are used to drive the scan piezo tube on which the STM tip is mounted. Each of 

these amplifiers drives one of the four electrodes coating the inside surface of the 
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piezo tube (figure 53). The outside of the tube is connected to the STM electronics 

chassis ground via a separate return wire. Together, the four electrodes control the 

motion of the probe tip in an three directions (x, y and z). This three dimensional 

control is accomplished by summing and differencing the x, y and z signals supplied 

to the Sweep Card to form the four signals (-x-y), (+x-y), (-x-z) and (-x+z). These 

are applied, respectively, to the left, right, upper and lower electrodes of the piezo 

tube. Also on the Sweep Card are two switches, settable by the operator, which when 

thrown each divide the size of the area being scanned by ten. Thus the area being 

imaged can quickly be changed from 1 J.Lm to 100 nm to 10 nm square. 
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Amplifier noise voltage which appears on the outputs of even the best high 

voltage opamps, including the Apex PA08A units used to drive the piezo scanners in 

this microscope. This voltage noise, when converted into displacement noise by the 

piezoelectric action of the scanner tubes, moves each STM tip in a random walk over 

the surface of the sample, with an amplitude greater than one atomic diameter. Since 

we intend to observe atomic scale features with this microscope, this noise must be 

reduced to less than one atomic diameter (say to 0.1 A). This is accomplished by 

sending the raw tip control signals produced by the high-voltage amplifiers through 

a divide-by-ten voltage divider, before applying them to the scan tubes (figure 54). 

H.V. amp (1 of 4) 

Rl 

RC voltage 
divider 
(1 of 4) 

xl 

x 0.1 scan 
size switch 

piezo 
tube 
scanner 

1 r 
piezo equivalent 
circuit 

Figure 54 Piezo scanner drive output voltage divider 

While this RC divider network does successfully reduce the position noise of 

the STM tips to an acceptable level, it also reduces the maximum size of the scanned 

area on the surface. But this is not a problem when making atomic resolution scans, 
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since these images, at most 512 pixels wide by 512 pixels high, must necessarily be 

less than about 50 nm on a side if we a110w no more than one atom per pixe1. See 

the paper by Kaizuki.188 

Data Acquisition and Display 

The electronics described above generates useful data at two points on each 

tip's servo loop. The signal V c is directly proportional to the current flowing across 

the tunneling gap and can be plotted as a function of tip position (x,y) to form an 

image of the surface representing current flow at each point in the scan. To create 

an image of the surface in this constant height mode, the tip must be scanned across 

the surface at a rate fast enough so that the servo loop control1ing tip height cannot 

keep pace with the surface features passing underneath it. This means that the STM 

tip wiH fly over the surface of the sample at some constant average height, allowing 

the tunneHng gap (and thus the tunneJing current) to vary with the surface 

topography. Due to the exponential nature of the function (current flow versus 

tunneHng gap size), the images which resu1t from this constant height method give 

greatly exaggerated reHef, with individual atoms appearing as sharp spikes on a 

relatively featureless background. The constant height method is also unsuitable for 

imaging sufaces with high relief: since the servo is not causing the tip to closely follow 

the contours of the surface, it is easy to crash the tip, which usually degrades the 

image. 
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The other useful data stream is the signal V F' which is directly proportional 

to the "z" position of the tip. To form an image of the surface using this signal, the 

tip is scanned across the surface slowly, so that the servo can successfully hold the tip 

current constant by moving the tip up and down, following the contours of the 

surface. An image is formed in this constant current mode by plotting V F as a 

function of tip position (x,y). Images acquired this way do not suffer from the 

exaggerated relief characteristic of the constant height mode, and there is less chance 

of crashing the tip, but the user pays for these advantages with a much slower data 

rate. On this machine, a 256 x 256 pixel image can be acquired in about a minute in 

constant current mode. 

Before being sent to the frame grabber board for display, the analog data is 

filtered and scaled by circuitry on the Display Card. The Data Translation DT2806 

frame grabber board installed in the system's computer accepts analog input in the 

range 0 to 600 m V, and the operator can ensure that the signal lies in this range by 

adjusting the "contrast" and "bias" knobs on the front of the Display Card. In addition, 

on Display Card 1 only, is a switch which when thrown multiplexes the video image 

data from tip 1 with an outside signal such as the output of a lock-in amplifier. This 

Auxiliary Data Multiplexer allows the outside signal to be displayed as an overlay on 

the image of the surface produced by tip 1. This feature is designed to allow 

detection and display of the spatial distribution of modulated signals injected into the 

sample via tip 2. 
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This completes the description of the analog circuitry supporting the operation 

of both STM tips. 

Digital Electronics: Scanning the Surface 

As mentioned above, the STM electronics chassis also contains four cards 

holding digital circuitry. These Scan Generator cards, labeled Clock, Control, Memory 

and Output, generate five signals which coordinate the motion of the STM tips with 

the frame grabber board in the system's computer. Two of these five signals are 

analog waveforms which drive the "x" and "y" motion of the STM tips, the other three 

are TTL signals that cue the operation of the frame grabber board. 

The "y" waveform is a simple stepped ramp function generated by feeding the 

output of a TTL counter into a digital-to-analog converter. This waveform signal is 

applied to the "y" input of the Sweep Card to move the probe tips in the "y" direction 

while scanning. 

The shape of the "x" waveform is defined in software and thus user 

programmable. This allows the operator to vary the tunaround time and overshoot 

experienced by the tips during each scan. Figure 55 is a sketch of a typical path taken 

by the tips over the surface of the sample. Figure 56 shows a typical waveform as it 

is stored in the Memory Card. Attempting to reverse the motion of the tips too 

rapidly at the end of a scan line will cause undesirable "ringing" in the mechanical 

structure of the scan head assembly. 
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The three other signals are TTL signals which synchronize data acquisition by 

the frame grabber board with the motion of the probe tips. "Pixel Clock" triggers 

acquisition of a single pixel each time it falls from high to low. "Clock Enable" allows 

acquisition of a line of data while it is low, defining each line on the image. ''Trigger'' 

starts acquisition of an entire new frame of data each time it falls from high to low. 

These TTL signals pass through optoisolators in the interface box before being sent 

to the computer, keeping the computer and STM chassis grounds separate. 

The Memory Card contains two, 1 K x 8 bit, 120 nsec static RAM chips which 

store the user-definable "x" waveform. The Clock Card generates a TTL master clock 

signal which drives the other three digital cards. The frequency of this master clock 

can be set by the operator, even while the instrument is acquiring an image, to any 

value between 120 Hz and 9.7 MHz. In practice, the operating speed of the 

microscope is limited by mechanical resonances in the scan head to about 10 kHz in 

constant current mode. The Control Card is the interface between the system's 

computer and the Scan Generator Cards, through which the user-definable "x" scan 

waveforms are transferred when loading the Memory Card. 

While running, the instrument can be in one of two modes in relation to the 

Scan Generator cards: Run Mode or Remote Mode. Run Mode is when the 

microscope is actually scanning and able to acquire images. In this mode the Scan 

Generator is operating independently of the system's computer and continuously 

outputting its signals, including the "x" waveform stored in the Memory Card. In 
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Remote Mode, the Scan Generator is "listening" to the computer and loading a new 

"x" waveform into the Memory Card. Each cycle of the user-defined "x" waveform can 

consist of up to 2048 lO-bit values, read out in sequence while the instrument is 

operating in Run Mode. 

Software and Computer Subsystem 

Operation of the dual tip scanning tunneling microscope is controlled by 

custom software running on the system's computer, an 80286-based PC's Limited 

IBM "clone". When running, the software displays a synthesized "control panel" on 

the computer monitor's screen, from which the operator observes and controls the 

Figure 57 "Soft" control panel and display 
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status of the microscope (figure 57). This "soft" display is divided into three 

sections, labeled from left to right "Waveform Generator", "STM Control" and 

"Inchworm Control". The top portion of each of these three sections consists of a 

mouse-activated menu controlling the operation of its respective hardware subsystem. 

The bottom portion displays the status of these subsystems. 

The "STM Control" section enables the user to control the operation of the 

frame grabber board and monitor the tunneling gap variables in real time. Control 

functions are: "Tip Select", "Window Menu", "File Menu" and "Buffer". ''Tip Select" 

allows display of images from either tip 1 or tip 2, or both, on the display monitor 

(which is separate from the computer monitor). "Window Menu" allows the user to 

change the characteristics of the image display such as image size and location. "File 

Menu" and "Buffer" are data management control functions. Tunneling gap variables 

such as tip bias voltage and tip current for the active tip (the tip currently generating 

the displayed image) are displayed at the bottom of the "STM Control" section. 

Control of the Scan Generator in the STM Electronics is accomplished via the 

functions located on the "Waveform Generator" section of the display panel. These 

functions are labeled "Define", "Load", "Run/Stop", "Ease" and "Initialize". When 

activated, "Define" calls a subroutine which lets the user specify the physical 

characteristics of the scan pattern followed by the STM tips, such as number of pixels 

in a scan line, number of lines in a frame, physical length of a scan line and shape 

of the "x" waveform. "Load" commands the computer to transfer the resulting 
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waveform into the memory located on the Memory Card in the Scan Generator. 

"Run/Stop" toggles the image acquisition process on and off by switching the Scan 

Generator between "run" and "remote" modes. "Ease" halts the imaging process after 

a predetermined sequence of images has been acquired and loaded into the DT2861's 

buffers. "Initialize" initializes or resets both the scan generator and the DT2861 frame 

grabber. (This command is automatically executed whenever the STM control 

software is booted up.) 

At the bottom of the "Waveform Generator" section is displayed the frequency 

of the master clock signal generated by the Clock Card, which can set by the operator 

via a knob on the Clock Card. This signal determines the operating speed of the 

STM E]ectronics and thus the speed at which images are acquired. 

The "Inchworm Control" section of the display is used to control the operation 

of the Inchworm motors on the vacuum cryogenic scan head. By toggling the software 

switches on this panel, the operator can turn on or off, reverse the direction, and 

change the speed of the four Inchworm motors. Control of the motors is also 

exercised partially via three multipo]e, double-throw high voltage plug switches 

located on the front pane] of the Interface Box (be]ow the Inchworm Motor 

Controller). 

At the bottom of the "Inchworm Control" section of the panel is displayed the 

frequency of the Inchworm Clock, which controls the motors' speed. Only one 

Inchworm motor may be active at any given time. 
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IV. RESULTS 

Figure 58 shows the operator's view through the long working distance 

microscope, looking at the two tips of the atmospheric pressure STM. Visible are the 

silhouettes of the tips, along with their reflections in the surface of a sample of highly 

oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). For scale, note that the shanks of these tips are 

.010 inch (250 JLrn) in diameter. 

Figure 59 displays a pair of dual-tip STM images of the surface of a sample 

of gold evaporated onto glass. These images were acquired in air with both tips 

scanning simultaneously in constant current mode. Data were alternately grabbed first 

from tip I for the left image, then from tip 2 for the right image. Mechanically 

formed Ptnr tips were used. The two tips were about 100 JLm apart while acquiring 

these images. Figures 60, 61 and 62 show single-tip images of MoS2 with lOx, Ix and 

O.lx scan size, respectively. Image size as calculated in Appendix B is noted in the 

figure captions. Image parameters such as tip bias, tip current, image size in pixels, 

and scan size w for these images are displayed directly on each image. 

System Noise Levels 

Measured noise levels at various points in the analog circuitry are listed in 

Tables I and 2. Noise critically limits the performance of an STM at two locations: 

at the output of the preamp(s) and at the output of the amplifiers that drive the 

piezo scanner. 



Figure 58 Tips (and their reflections) and sample (HOPG) as seen 
through the long working distance microscope 

Figure 59 250 nm square dual-tip images of gold evaporated onto 
glass 
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Figure 60 250 nm square single-tip image of MoS2 

Figure 61 25 nm square single-tip image of MoS2 
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Figure 62 2.5 nm square single-tip image of MoS2 

Noise at the preamp outputs appears as "snow" in the images and limits the 

vertical spatial resolution of the acquired images. (See Appendix A.) In Tables 1 and 

2 preamp noise is expressed both as an r.m.s. voltage and as an equivalent r.m.s. 

tunneling current. Measured noise at the preamp outputs is dominated by the 

Johnson noise of the preamp input resistors, since the measured magnitude of the 

noise is only fractionally larger than the calculated Johnson noise contribution. The 

(preamp+postamp) output noise has a flat ("white") power spectrum up to the high 

frequency cutoff of the circuitry (6.~ kHz), with a low frequency "pink" tail that 

matches the 11f noise of the opamps described in the manufacturer's data sheets. No 

significant periodic noise components are visible in the scope trace of the preamp 



TABLE 1 Tip 1 circuitry noise levels 

Voltage 
Test Point noise (r.m.s.) 
--------------------------------- ------------------
Bias, at preamp input 0.177 mV 
Preamp output, signal 0.55 mV 
Preamp output, reference 0.55 mV 
Postamp output 30.3 mV 
Piezo drive output, X + Y 4.0mV 

1.1mV 
Piezo drive output, X-Y 2.4mV 

0.8mV 
Piezo drive output, X + Z 2.7mV 

1.1 mV 
Piezo drive output, X-Z 3.5 mV 

1.1 mV 

TABLE 2 Tip 2 circuitry nGise'levels 

Test Point 

Bias, at preamp input 
Preamp output, signal 
Preamp output, reference 
Postamp output 
Piezo drive output, X + Y 

Piezo drive output, X-Y 

Piezo drive output, X + Z 

Piezo drive output, X-Z 

Voltage 
noise (r.m.s.) 

0.177 mV 
0.57 mV 
0.57 mV 

28.7 mV 
1.6 mV 
1.4 mV 
1.8 mV 
1.2 mV 
1.6mV 
1.4 mV 
1.4 mV 
1.4 mV 

Equivalent 
noise (r.m.s.) 
------------------

81.0 pA 
81.0 pA 

128.0 pA 
0.50 A 
0.15 A 
0.33 A 
0.11 A 
0.47 A 
0.19 A 
0.61 A 
0.19 A 

Equivalent 
noise (r.m.s.) 

84.0 pA 
84.0 pA 

122.0 pA 
0.26 A 
0.23 A 
0.29 A 
0.19 A 
0.28 A 
0.25 A 
0.25 A 
0.25 A 

Comments: 1) Computed using a postamp voltage gain A = 34.8. 
2) Computed using the Il.x/ Il. V values in Table 3. 
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Comment 

Note 1 
Notes 2, 4 
Notes 2, 3, 4 
Notes 2, 4 
Notes 2, 3, 4 
Notes 2, 4 
Notes 2, 3, 4 
Notes 2,4 
Notes 2, 3,4 

Comment 

Note 1 
Notes 2, 4 
Notes 2, 3, 4 
Notes 2,4 
Notes 2, 3, 4 
Notes 2,4 
Notes 2, 3, 4 
Notes 2, 4 
Notes 2, 3, 4 

3) Measured with the divide-by-ten output voltage divider inserted. 
4) Measured with the z-feedback signal not applied to the HV drivers. 
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output signal, both with and without the tip in contact with the surface of the sample. 

This shows that vibrations and extraneous noise are not significant contributors to the 

overa)) scan head output noise. 

Noise at the output of the high voltage piezo drivers moves the tips around 

in a "random walk" and limits both the horizontal and vertical spatial resolution of 

the microscope. This noise is domina~ed by the preamp noise of the high voltage 

opamps used as drivers, and is expressed in the table both as an r.m.s. voltage and 

as an r.m.s. displacement. The displacements are computed by multiplying the voltage 

noise values by the voltage-to-displacement factors for the piezo scanner tubes. The 

high voltage drivers also show no significant periodic components, when viewed with 

an oscilloscope. 

Operating Speed 

There are several factors which can potentially limit the rate at which a 

scanning tunneling microscope can acquire images--often called the STM's "frame 

rate". For a given frame size (say, 256 x 256 pixels) the maximum frame rate, 

operating in constant current mode, is usually determined by the bandwidth of the 

piezoelectric servo system which regulates the width of the tunneling gap. (The 

exception is when the operator is using a very low tunneling current. In this case, 

speed is limited by the bandwith of the preamp, which must be reduced to keep the 

preamp's output noise below the value of the current to be measured.) In this STM, 
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as in most others, the servo bandwith is limited to the audio frequency range by the 

mechanical resonances of the piezoelectric scanner. If the servo bandwith is too large, 

the system will oscillate; in our case it was necessary to roll off the electronic transfer 

function of the servo circuitry, at the output of the high voltage opamps, at 6dB per 

octave (single pole rollofi) starting at 3.4 kHz. Correspondingly, good images in 

constant current mode can be acquired at a pixel rate (clock rate) of about 2.5 kHz, 

which results in a frame time of (256x256)x2/2500 Hz = 52 seconds. (The factor of 

two in the denominator is due to the Nyquist criterion.) This frame rate is about five 

times slower than that of commercially available STMs, and is due to the unusual 

geometry of the scanner assembly. Most STMs apply the z-motion piezo drive signal 

so as to change the length of the piezo, with the probe tip mounted along the axis of 

the vertically oriented, tubular piezo. The dual-tip STM has its piezo scanner tubes 

mounted horizontally, to allow the two tips to be brought close together without 

mechanical interference. This means that the z-motion feedback signals are applied 

to the bending modes of the scanner tube, which have minimum eigenfrequencies of 

about 10 kHz, instead of to the stretching modes of the tube, which have 

eigenfrequencies of 50 kHz or more. 

Crosstalk 

When measuring signal-propagation characteristics of the sample beneath the 

two STM probe tips, it is important to ensure that the signal injected by tip 1 can 
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only reach tip 2's output circuitry by traveling through the sample. Spurious crosstalk 

between the two tip channels may contaminate, or even completely mask, a desired 

signal. 

Even after completely separating the two signal paths, from the preamps to 

the Feedback Cards as described in Chapter 3, the two STM tips remained 

capacitively coupled by virtue of their presence next to each other. This was 

demonstrated by first lifting both tips from the surface (so they were suspended in 

midair) and then impressing a 200 mV peak-to-peak bias modulation on tip 1. If this 

was done with the two tips less than about 1 cm apart, a synchronous signal would 

appear at the output of tip 2's postamp. The magnitude of this capacitive crosstalk 

was strongly dependent on the distance between the tips (increasing as the tips were 

brought closer together) and was proportional to the frequency of the signal. 

This crosstalk could be eliminated by coaxially shielding either of the tips, as 

demonstrated by replacing one tip (the "detector" tip) by a short length of Lakeshore 

Cryotronics Cl ultraminiature coaxial cable. The center conductor of this cable 

replaced the tip, and was connected to the noninverting input of the preamp. The 

outer conductor was connected to the inverting input of the same opamp. The free 

end of the cable (representing the STM tip) was cut cleanly so the outer conductor 

extended all the way to the end of the simulated tip. With the unshielded "source" tip 

bias modulated with a 5 kHz, 200 mV peak-to-peak signal, the end face of the test 

coax could be brought to within 200 J..Lm (half the diameter of the cable) without a 
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detectable signal appearing on the output of the detector tip's postamp, when 

monitored by an oscilloscope. 

Conversely, the same test, if done with the outer shield of the coax cut back 

375 J.Lm from the end face, did show a signal of amplitude 50 m V peak-to-peak at the 

output of the detector tip's postamp. This corresponds to a bogus "transfer current" 

of 100 pA picked up by the detector tip. It follows that shielded tips must be used 

when performing signal propagation tests with a bias modulated source tip. 

Calibration 

Lateral dimensions for the STM images above were obtained by first 

measuring the displacement of the scanner piezos as a function of applied voltage. 

The functions xCV) and y(V) thus obtained for each tip's scanner were then used to 

calculate x and y values for various scan waveform amplitiudes. See Appendix B. 

General Observations 

Dual-tip image pairs were obtained while both tips were touching the surface. 

However, the tip positioning mechanisms for both the atmospheric pressure and 

vacuum cryogenic scan heads were difficult to operate and did not allow easy access 

to the surface. For either tip the probability of not crashing that tip into the surface 

during initial approach was only about 1/5. This means the probability of bringing 

both tips up to the surface without crashing either one of them was ony about 1/25. 
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The biggest problem with the atmospheric pressure scan head tip approach 

mechanism was the need to touch the scan head assembly while adjusting the 

micrometer screws that position the tips. The vacuum cryogenic scan head tip 

approach mechanism, activated by the piezoelectric Inchworm motors, suffered from 

a large amount of hysteresis, so that the final fraction of a micrometer of movement 

of a tip was often an uncontrolled jump toward the surface. Both of these design 

defects should be fixable with further development work. 

Thermal drift of the atmospheric pressure scan head assembly was tolerable, 

as observed by repeated scanning of the same area of a gold-on-mica sample. 

Thermal drift of the vacuum cryogenic scan head was not evaluated at cryogenic 

temperatures because that unit was not tested at cryogenic temperatures. 

In general, the dual-tip STM in its present state is difficult to use, and will 

require further work before operation of the instrument becomes routine. But the 

ability to acquire images from both tips, while those tips are both touching the 

surface, shows that addressing nanometer scale structures with more than one STM 

tip is possible, provided more accurate tip positioning systems are built for both the 

atmospheric pressure and vacuum cryogenic scan heads. 

Since the instrument's probe tips are electrically and mechanically 

independent, a more elegant version of this microscope should allow performing an 

interesting variety of experiments. A few of these experiments, along with suggested 

improvements to the dual-tip STM, are described in the following chapter. 
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v. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

As mentioned at the end of the last chapter, the dual-tip STM needs to be 

improved before it can be easily used to inject and detect signals in molecular 

electronic devices and other nanometer scale structures. Successful implementation 

of these improvements will open up a fascinating realm of opportunity in the 

nanometer scale world. 

The foremost problem lies in the tip approach mechanisms of both the 

atmospneric pressure and vacuum cryogenic scan heads. Needed is a more precise 

way of controlling the motion of the tips that avoids the need to touch the scan head 

assembly while moving the tips. Instead of an elaborate system of piezoelectric 

motors or micrometer screws and levers, probably the best approach is to transmit 

the motion to the scan heads via a hydraulic system, such as the remote 

micromanipulator systems used by cellular biologists to probe the insides of individual 

living cells. I successfully employed a simple one-axis micromanipulator of this type 

in a previous STM to perform the tip approach function. A more elaborate 3-axis 

mechanism would allow complete control of each tip, and if two hydraulic inputs were 

used for each degree of freedom, both manual and computer control of the tips 

would be possible. Such a system would be vacuum compatible if the hydraulic tubing 

was made of stainless steel and the fluid inside the tubing was bakeable (e.g. diffusion 

pump oil). 

In addition to an improved tip approach and positioning system, it would be 
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desirable to increase the STM's scanning ~peed so that the operator might ideally 

have a "real-time" view of the surface under study. Video-rate imaging of the surface 

in constant-current mode (15 to 30 frames per second with each frame having 

between 256 x 256 and 512 x 512 pixels) will require a servo bandwidth of at least 3.9 

MHz. (256 x 256 pixels/frame x 2 x 2 x 15 frames/second = 3.9 MHz. The first factor 

of 2 is due to the Nyquist criterion and the second factor of 2 allows for tip return 

after each scan line.) The microscope's electronics in general are not a limiting factor 

on the speed of the system; speed is limited at present by the mechanical resonances 

in the scan head structure, especially the piezoelectric scan tube. 

Increasing the rigidity and mechanical damping of the scan head assembly is 

a trial and error procedure, but one general rule to be followed is to make the entire 

structure, especially the active piezo element and the tip holder, as small and low in 

mass as possible. Miniaturization of the scanner assembly through the use of silicon 

micromachining techniques might enable the construction of scanner and tip holder 

assemblies with fundamental mechanical resonances in the megahertz range, although 

the small size of the resulting piezoelectric elements would yield a very small range 

of movement. However such micromachined scanner, which might incorporate an 

integrated servo circuit on the same silicon chip, could be glued directly on the end 

of a standard macroscopic tubular piezo element, so that the larger piezo would 

perform audio-frequency feedback and scanning functions. 

Development of a high speed scanner would be easier if the electromechanical 
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transfer function of a particular unit could be obtained, so that structural changes 

could be evaluated as to their effect on the mechanical resonances. One way to 

measure the mechanical response of a structure is to mount that structure in an 

optical interferometer so that the interferometer is sensitive to the displacement of 

a chosen test point. In this case, the test point of interest is the end of the STM tip, 

or more practically, the tip holder. Monitoring the motion of this point in all three 

directions could be accomplished by arranging to have the test arms of three fiber 

optic interferometers trained on three orthogonal mirrored surfaces located at the 

test point. The outputs of these three interferometers, converted to electrical signals, 

could then be fed into a three-channel spectrum analyzer which would display the 

transfer function. 

The general mathematical form of the complete transfer function is a set of 

three complex functions each defined over a space of three complex variables. There 

is one function for each direction of motion of the tip (x, y and z) and there are three 

input variables corresponding to the amplitude of the driving force in each direction. 

A more qualitative approach to understanding the response of a given scan 

head might be to observe the relevant parts of the structure using a thermoplastic 

holographic camera. These cameras allow one to produce a real-time interferogram 

between a hologram of the unperturbed structure and the perturbed structure itself, 

giving a direct visual picture of the entire structure's response to various inputs. 

Three improvements to the electronics would make using the microscope 
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easier. First, instaIJation of a circuit to guard against tip crashes189 would improve 

the productivity of the microscope. Second, using lower noise high voltage opamps 

in the piezo drivers· would eliminate the need for the voltage divider between the 

output amps and the scanner piezos. FinaIJy, addition of a second frame grabber 

board in the computer would allow truly simultaneous acquisition of images from 

both tips. At present, half the data are thrown away simply because only one channel 

can be coIJected at a time. 

Improvements in the probe tips themselves will allow access to smaller 

structures by enabling the investigator to bring the tips closer together. The STM tips 

for this dual-tip machine should be both rigid, for high mechanical bandwidth, and 

relatively narrow all the way down to the atomically sharp tip, to avoid mechanical 

interference when brought close together. David Keller at the University of New 

Mexico has developed a way to grow long, stiff tips by decomposing organic 

compounds with the electron beam of a scanning electron microscope.190 Although 

these structures are at present nonconductive, and thus unsuitable as STM tips, it 

may be possible to find a substance that decomposes into a conductor. Or Keller's 

nonconductive tips might be coated with a noble metal such as gold or platinum, and 

then reshaped into atomically sharp points with the aid of field ion microscope based 

techniques.81.191 

Another approach to making sharp STM tips is to use the recently discovered 

carbon nanotubes, which often have hemispherical end caps. These cylindrical 
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relatives of the spherical C60 buckyballs, which have diameters as small as 5 nm, 

would be useful directly as tips if they are electrically conductive. If they are 

nonconductive, metal-fiUed versions could be tried. The difficult task in using these 

ready-made structures as tips is attaching them to a macroscopic support. One 

approach to doing this is to incorporate the nanotubes into a monomolecular 

Langmuir-Blodgett film, so that a conventional STM tip could be brought up to one 

end of the nanotube in the correct orientation. 

Structures such as carbon nanotubes, with known atomic configurations, when 

used as STM tips might also yield more information about the surface. This is 

because image artifacts resulting from the presence of structure in the tip might be 

removed by "deconvolving" the tip's stucture effects from the resulting images. Such 

a deconvolution is not possible without knowledge of the tip's atomic structure. 

Finally, one important addition to the atmospheric pressure scan head is an 

electrochemical cell. Many STM samples of biological interest, and many thin film 

structures, need to be studied in an aqueous environment. Electrochemical methods 

developed by Stuart Lindsay at Arizona State University, can be used to reversibly 

attach molecules to the surface of an evaporated goid substrate, making it possibie 

to stabilize those molecules for examination with a scanning probe microscope. 

Addition of an electrochemical cell to one of the ceramic chip carriers, along with use 

of insulated tips, wiU make it possible to use the dual-tip STM to investigate long 

organic molecules such as DNA. The conductive electrolyte bath may also electrically 
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shield the tips from each other, reducing the crosstalk between them and facilitating 

use of bias modulation of the source current in dual-tip conductivity experiments. 

Experiments Using the Dual-Tip STM 

Study of electron transport in nanometer scale structures is the prime 

application for the dual-tip STM. One class of such structures are thin conducting 

films, both solid state and liquid. A solid state thin film device of practical importance 

is the Schottky diode photodetector, consisting of a layer of metal (often from the 

platinum group) up to a few nanometers thick evaporated onto a semiconductor 

substrate and alloyed with the semiconductor to from a thin conductive metal silicde 

layer. Liquid thin films, deposited onto solid substrates via the Langmuir-Blodgett 

technique, have been incorporated into electronic devices and are also interesting 

potential objects of study. 

Schottky diodes have been extensively studied using an STM-based technique 

called Ballistic Electron Emiss~on Microscopy (BEEM). The critical part of a Schottky 

photodiode is the junction between the metal layer and the semiconductor, where a 

potential barrier exists which scatters electrons heading toward it from inside the 

metal. BEEM allows one to acquire an image of the topography of this junction, with 

nanometer spatial resolution, even though the junction is buried up to ten 

nanometers below the surface of the metal. In this application, the two STM tips 

would be brought up to the metal layer and one would be used to inject hot electrons 
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as in the BEEM technique. The other tip would be moved around to sense the 

resulting current distribution in the thin metal layer. The bias level of the second tip 

could be varied over a number of scans to produce a set of maps showing how the 

average energy of the hot electrons dropped with increasing distance from the 

injection point. 

Another application for the two-tip STM might be to measure directly the 

conductivity of individual molecules of organic polymers known to be conductive in 

the bulk state. The simplest molecular electronic device conceivable must be a single 

molecular wire, defined here as a molecule or linear supramolecular array able to 

carry a signal in the form of a packet of charge, a voltage pulse or a conformational 

disturbance such as a soliton or phonon packet. A two tip STM or atomic force 

microscope (AFM) could be used as a pair of probe tips to test directly the signal 

carrying ability of individual conducting polymer molecules and other linear 

nanostructures. 

Experiments would involve depositing an ordered array of conducting polymer 

molecules onto a metal or semiconducting substrate, either by using a Langmuir

Blodgett trough or by vacuum evaporation. The two tips would then be used to 

examine the electrical conduction properties of the thin film, including the lateral 

conductivity of individual molecules in that film. A variant of this experiment might 

be to use polymers that have photosensitive molecules attached so that hot electrons 

could be created in the film by illuminating it. The two STM tips could then be used 
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to see how the hot electrons move in the film. If in addition to the two STM or AFM 

tips an NSOM tip67 could be brought to bear on the L-B fim, this nanometer scale 

light source could be used to create hot electrons in individual molecules, with these 

electrons being subsequently picked up by the STM or SFM tips. 

Finally, the nanometer-scale cytoskeletal structures known as microtubules will 

self-assemble ill vitro on gold or semiconducting substrates, given the proper chemical 

environment. Microtubules could thus be probed with the dual-tip STM to see if 

conformational signals can be stimulated by one of the tips and detected with the 

other. 

Looking for microtubule signals would require doing STM or AFM in aqueous 

solution. A preparation of microtubules, assembled on a suitable substrate, would be 

imaged with the dual tip STM. Tip one's scanning motion would be halted so that the 

tip would remain over one end of the microtubule, and its bias level or vertical 

position would be modulated to try to stimulate the generation of the conformational 

waves in the microtubule. The second tip would simultaneously scan the other end 

of the microtubule, listening for the passage of any waves underneath it. If such a 

wave passed under the second tip, it would change the shape of the underlying 

section of microtubule, causing the tip current or force to vary. If the time delay 

between a stimulus applied by tip one and a response detected by tip two could be 

correlated with the distance between the two tips, as measured along the intervening 

section of microtubule, this would constitute strong evidence for the existence of 
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conformational wave signals in microtubules. Phase sensitive detection might be used 

to bring a weak signal up above the instrument's noise floor. 

A more sophisticated experimental approach might involve the use of 

microtubule associated proteins (MAPs) as interface structures between the 

STM/AFM tips and the microtubules proper. In these experiments, the probe tips 

would perturb the MAPs attached to the microtubule, providing another possible way 

of injecting signals into the microtubule. 

One can envision a large experimental program to investigate the conducting 

properties of a wide variety of nanometer scale thin film and linear structures, both 

solid state and organic. Such a program would certainly spur, and in turn be 

accelerated by, the development of a more sophisticated dual-tip machine: the 

nanotechnology workstation. 

The Nanotechnology Workstation 

In the previous section, it was pointed out that addition of a nanoaperture 

scanning optical microscope (NSOM) tip to a dual-tip STM or AFM would allow a 

researcher to inject and collect photons from a very small area of a thin-film sample, 

so that in principle an individual molecule could be addressed optically. This would 

allow one to perform a variety of interesting experiments on individual molecules, 

including making and breaking individual chemical bonds, and so assembling or 

disassembling individual molecules. While STM tips have been used to make and 
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break individual chemical bonds, the process has been uncontrolled and so of not 

much practical use. Use of light appears to give enough control over the physics at 

the STM tip that controlled assembly and disassembly of molecular structures 

becomes thinkable (see the reference to the Atomic Processing Microscope on page 

24.) An instrument that allows a human operator to image and manipulate individual 

molecules in a wide variety of ways could be called a nanotechnology workstation. A 

dual-tip STM is a primitive version of such a machine. 

A nanotechnology workstation would consist of a two to four tip atomic force 

microscope built on the stage of an inverted optical microscope. The optical 

microscope would serve two purposes: used in the standard fashion, it would provide 

a low-resolution overview of the sample being investigated. The AFM tips would be 

positioned over the sample using this low spatial resolution instrument. The other 

function of the optical microscope would be to provide an optical input aperture for 

a Nanoaperture Scanning Optical Microscope. An NSOM probe, consisting of a finely 

drawn optical fiber, would supply light to the sample from an aperture only a few 

tens of nanometers in diameter. Such an instrument has been used to obtain images 

of living cells and other complex structures with a spatial resolution of about 40 nm, 

a range complementary to both the AFM/STM and the standard optical microscope. 

Since the workstation incorporates a dual-tip AFM, the samples to be 

investigated can be mounted on an insulating substrate such as a standard glass 

microscope slide. If the AFM tips were made of a conducting material, they could be 
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used to acquire simultaneous AFM (topographic) and STM (electronic) images ofthe 

sample. Thin-film molecular electronic structures, deposited on a glass substrate, 

could be probed electronically using the AFM/STM tips and optically using the 

NSOM tip. 

The nanotechnology workstation as described above, which makes possible 

electrical, mechanical and optical addressing of individual nanometer scale structures, 

is the nanoscopic equivalent of a combination of a remote controlled machine shop 

and integrated circuit wafer probe station. As such, it can be used to build and test 

molecular electronic and other nanometer scale devices. In combination with 

Langmuir-Blodgett techniques for assembling ordered arrays of monomolecular films, 

it forms the essential technological foundation needed to realize molecular 

electronics. 

Biological Applications of the Nanotechnology Workstation 

Some of the most interesting and important nanometer scale devices are those 

occurring naturally in living cells. The nanotechnology workstation described in the 

previous section, with suitable modifications, could be used to investigate and modify 

individual cells on the molecular scale. 

Scanning probe microscope tips often exert large forces on the molecules 

beneath them, and so are ill suited for investigating soft structures such as whole 

living cells (although cell membranes have been examined in vivo with the AFM).73 
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One way around this limitation is to solidify the structure by freezing it, or more 

properly, by vitrifying it. 

Vitrification of living systems by rapidly cooling them is a popular way of fixing 

samples to be imaged by standard electron microscopy, and is considered by some 

to be the best way to prepare such samples. A quick-frozen cell has its biochemical 

processes halted throughout its volume within a few milliseconds,192 and if 

examined in the cold state, can be imaged without introducing artifacts due to 

staining with heavy metals or fIXing with chemicals.193 A nanotechnology 

workstation fitted with a cold stage could be used to examine and modify individual 

cells, and investigate the effects of various experimental protocols (such as addition 

of drugs or anesthetics, or the freezing process itself) on the cells at the molecular 

level. 

Neurons especially might make interesting subjects for study, because of the 

prime role they play in biological information processing, because of the possible 

importance of microtubules in their functioning and because they have been grown 

directly on silicon integrated chipS194,195 and connected to external electronic 

circuitry.196,197 This last fact allows a researcher to treat a neuron or a simple 

network of neurons as a "black box", analyzing the neurons' responses directly with 

electronic circuitry. The neural activity could also be monitored optically using a high

speed electronic imaging system at the output of the workstation's optical 

microscope.198,199,200,201 
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Mter examining a living neuron, the investigator could vitrify 

it202,2o3,2o4 and modify the solidified cell molecule by molecule with the 

scanning probe microscope tips. Mter aUowing the neurochip to rewarm, he could 

reexamine the neuron's response function and deduce how the nanometer scale 

changes affected the cell. This is neurosurgery on the smallest possible scale! 

Conclusion 

A dual-tip scanning tunneling microscope has been built and used to acquire 

images displaying nanometer spatial resolution. The noise performance on this 

instrument has been measured and found to be limited by the Johnson noise of the 

transimpedance amplifier input resistor. The frame rate of the microscope in constant 

current mode was limited by the mechanical resonances of the scan head assembly, 

and found to be one 256 x 256 pixel frame per 50 seconds. Electrical signal crosstalk 

between the two data channels (tip 1 and tip 2) was limited by the capacitive coupling 

between the unshielded probe tips. 

Recommendations for improvements in the instrument based on its present 

performance were made, with the aim of constructing a dual tip AFM that will allow 

the investigation of the signal carrying properties of molecular electronic devices and 

other nanometer scale structures. 

Successful demonstration of this two tip STM is the first step in the 

development of a nanotechnology workstation, an instrument which will give scientists 
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and engineers the ability to investigate and manipulate matter a single atom at a 

time. 
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APPENDIX A 

STM Tunneling Gap Noise Model 

Presented here is a noise analysis of the STM tunneling gap and preamplifier 

used in the dual-tip STM. Figure 63 shows the dual preamp used to amplify both the 

bias signal and the sum of the bial signal and the tip current signal. The voltage signal 

representing the tip current is recovered as the difference between these two outputs 

in the subsequent amplifier stage, the postamp. 

Noise on the bias supply is applied to both halves of the dual preamp, and 

since the dual preamp outputs are differenced at the postamp, this noise is cancelled 

V2 RB 

RI RA 

VB Vo 

RI 
postamp 

Rp 
RB 

VI + 
tip T sample 

Figure 63 The dual preamp. The tip current signal is the difference of 
the two outputs VI and V 2' 
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and does not appear at the postamp output. The other noise sources in each half of 

the preamp are uncorrellated and will thus add in quadrature at the post amp input, 

so the analysis is simplified by treating the two halves separately (figure 64). 

Figure 64 Half of the dual preamp, containing the tip/sample junction. 
The other half of the preamp is identical except for the absence of the 
tip and sample. 

First we calculate the d.c. voltage gain of the circuit in figure 64: 

But: 

so we have: 
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A similar equation describes the voltage gain of the other half of the preamp, except 

that the term IgRI is absent because that half of the circuit doesn't have an STM tip: 

v. = ~ (1 + 2 R,) 
2 B Rc 

The postamp differences these two outputs, yielding: 

where A = 34.5 is the voltage gain of the postamp. 

To calculate vn' the r.m.s. noise voltage at the postamp output, we first put the 

noise sources explicitly in the half-preamp schematic (figure 65). Each resistance is 

replaced by an ideal noiseless resistance in series with a zero-impedance Johnson 

noise voltage generator. Each current is replaced by an ideal noiseless current in 

parallel with a infinite-impedance shot noise source.205 Input current and voltage 

noise sources for the opamps are shown explicitly. In figure 65 we have: 

ig = shot noise in tip current Ig 
VI = Johnson noise across RI 
vF = Johnson noise across RF 
Vc = Johnson noise across ~Rc 
vT = Johnson noise across tip/sample junction resistance 
en = opamp input voltage noise 
in+ = input current noise in (+) terminal of opamp 
in_ = input current noise in (-) terminal of opamp 
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Figure 65 Half the dual preamp, showing noise sources. 

Using the circuit algebra shown in figure 66, the circuit in figure 65 can be 

rearranged into a simpler equivalent form easier to analyze, shown in figure 67. 

--®---@- -®- where v. 2
-

2 2 - T - VI + V2 

--®---@- -~ 

• -(9- where .2 .2 .2 - IT = II + 12 
12 

R 

~ - Q where vR = iR R 
R 

Figure 66 Circuit aigebra 
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Figure 67 Simplified noise equivalent circuit for each half of the 
dual preamp 
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The circuit in figure 67 can be further simplified to obtain figure 68. The 

tunneling gap (tip/sample junction) has resistance Rg• 

Figure 68 Final version of the noise equivalent circuit for the preamp 
half containing the tip/sample junction. 



In figure 67 we have: 

• Vr 
1=
T R , 

• Vc 
I =-c Rc 

These noise current sources add in quadrature to yield, in figure 68: 

.2 v; v~ .2 .2 
I = - + - + Ig + 'n+ 
+ 2 R2 R, , 

Therefore the voltage noise at the opamp inputs is given by: 
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The noise at the opamp output is the sum ofvn / and vn _
2

, multiplied by the 

square of the preamps' voltage gain: 
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{( v~ v: .2) [ Rp RC ]2 2} (1 2 Rp)2 + -+-+1 -- +e +-
I R'l R'l 11- 2Rp+Rc II Rc 
\ C , 

The other half of the preamp contributes an equivalent noise voltage v n2 which 

adds in quadrature with vn1 to give the total preamp output noise. Since the second 

half of the preamp does not have a tip, and so has no tip current, we have: 

From physics we have expressions for the noise voltages and currents: 

shot noise in the tip current, 
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Johnson noise across the tip/sample gap, 

Johnson noise across RF, 

Johnson noise across R I , 

Johnson noise across ~Rc' 

In the above equations, B is the noise bandwidth of the preamp, defined as 

'ff/2 times the 3-dB signal bandwidth: B = ('ff/2)(2'ffRFc;.r1 = (4RFc;.r1• 

Plugging these formulae into the expression for vn 2 yields: 

v2 = 2qJ B [ R,R, ]2(1 +2 RF)2 
n b R +R R 

I I C 

This expression can be simplified as follows: First, RF > =?" Rc, because we 

want voltage gain in the preamp. (Actually, RF = 6.75 Re.) Secondly, Rg » R I , 

since the tip current Ig should be set by the gap resistance Rg and not RI . Finally, the 
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amplifier noises are all proportional to the noise bandwidth to good approximation. 

So these terms can be rewritten as spectral noise densities (available from the 

manufacturer's data sheet) multiplied by B. Now the expression for vn
2 becomes: 

2 v;= (qIgR} + 4kTR,+ 8kTRC+ i;.R;+ i:_~+ e;)8B;~ 
c 

We can further simplify this using the fact that RI > > Rc: 

2 v; = (qIgR; + 4kTR, + i:.R; + e;) 8 B ;: 
c 

We can now calculate explicitly the total noise voltage vn. 

We have: RI = 106 n, Rc = 750 n, RF = 5065 n, c;. = 5 nF, k = 1.38 X 10-23 

Joules/Kelvin, q = 1.6 X 10-19 Coulomb and T = 300 Kelvins. From the opamp 

manufacturer's data sheet206 we have en
2 = 29.2 (nV)2/Hz and in+2 = 6.25 

(fA)2/Hz. These values yield a noise bandwidth B = 104 Hz, and: 

e; = 0.29 x 10-16 YZ-sec 
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The mean square noise voltage at the output of the preamp is therefore: 

v2 = 168 x 10-16 V2-sec x 8 X 104 Hz X (S06S)2 = 6.13 x 10-8 V2 
n 7~ 

Vn = 0.25 mV 

This corresponds to an equivalent tip current noise level of: 

0.25mVx 7~ 
( equivalent T.moS. tip current noise) = ___ ---.;;.S06~S = 37 pA 

106 0 

In Chapter 2, we gave an empirical expression for the tunneling current as a 

function of tunneling gap size (page 42): 

Taking the derivative of this expression gives: 

Solving for az yields: 
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Using the values given on page 44 for the gap size, bias, current and structure 

factor k, and letting AIg = 37 pA from above, we can calculate an approximate r.m.s 

"noise equivalent distance" Az = 0.075 A. This is much smaller than k, so our 

assumption of linearity was justified in this calculation. 

Thus the noise in the microscope's sensor (the tunneling gap and preamp), 

which determines the vertical resolution of the topographic images obtained by the 

microscope, is limited by the Johnson noise of the resistor used to convert the tip 

current signal into a voltage. With a 10 kHz bandwidth, this noise is acceptably small, 

amounting to a noise equivalent distance of less than 0.1 A. 

Video-rate imaging in constant-current mode will require a bandwidth of about 

8 MHz, producing a 28-fold increase in this noise value, to about 2 A -- unacceptable. 

A new method of sensing the tunneling current (to eliminate the dominant noise 

source) is required to achieve this level of performance. 
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APPENDIXB 

Scanner Piezo Calibration 

The STM tips are positioned and scanned over the surface by means of two 

tubular piezoelectric elements, driven by voltage waveforms applied to electrodes on 

the inner surface of each piezo. The amplitude of the displacement and the resulting 

size of the scan area depends on both the amplitude of the applied voltage and the 

response of the piezo. The piezo displacement versus voltage curves were measured 

and this data was used to deduce the size of the scan area for a given piezo drive 

waveform. 

The piezoelectric scanners were calibrated using a Twyman-Green 

interferometer, shown schematically in Figure 69. The interferometer was assembled 

on an optical isolation table to eliminate vibrations. Light for the interferometer was 

produced by a Helium-Neon laser of wavelength 632.8 nm, followed by a spatial filter 

and a plano-convex lens, giving a clean, collimated beam approxomately one inch in 

diameter. Beam collimation was checked using a slightly wedged plane parallel plate 

(not shown) as a lateral shearing interferometer.207 

The piezo elements were tested after being mounted in their respective 

scanner assemblies. Each scanner was mounted in a frame that held both the scanner 

and the interferometer's test mirror, in such a way that a dummy STM tip touched 

the back of a thin metal plate holding the test mirror. When the piezo element bent 
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in response to an applied voltage, the test mirror tilted, and the fringes in the 

interferogram changed in number. 

Each additional fringe added to or removed from the interferogram meant 

that the test mirror (and thus the end of the STM tip attached to the piezo) moved 

by one-half wavelength, a distance equal to 316.4 nm. By plotting (number of fringes 

in the interferogram) versus (applied voltage), while the voltage was increased from 

zero to about 120 volts and back again several times, a curve relating tip 

displacement to applied voltage was obtained. Curves were obtained for all three axes 

of motion (x, y and z) for both scanners, for both positive and negative displacements, 

yielding 12 calibration curves (figures 70 through 81). 

The voltage source used was an adjustable d.c. source with both positive and 

negative outputs. When measuring y and z displacements, which result from bending 

the cylindrical piezo elements, both polarities were applied to the piezo, positive to 

one electrode and negative to the opposite electrode. Reversing the connections to 

the electrodes reversed the direction of the resulting displacement. When measuring 

x displacements, which result from changing the length of the piezo, only one polarity 

was used and this voltage was applied to all four electrodes. Using the opposite 

polarity voltage reversed the direction of the displacement. 

After the displacement curves were obtained, two representative points on 

each curve were picked (indicated by the arrowheads on the figures) and used to 

calculate the average displacement/voltage coefficient for that direction of motion. 
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The coefficient is the ratio of the change in distance (equal to the number of fringes 

times 3164 A per fringe) divided by the change in voltage between the points on the 

graphs marked by the arrowheads. The mean value of both positive and negative 

displacements was use~ for each axis of motion. Table 3 lists the resulting voltage-to-

displacement coefficients. 

Iop--pl- reference mirror 

int.erferogram / beamsplitter test, nn:~ ti 

e. -_ -_ -_It--r-~--rl"'/ p piezo WIder test 
;' 

/ 
viewing screen 

<f=:=t> collimating lens 

He-Ne1aser 

adjustable d.c. voltage source 

Figure 69 Twyman-Green interferometer setup used to obtain piezo 
voltage/displacement curves 
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Table 3 Piezo voltage-to-distance calibration factors 

Total Available Sweep Card 
Scanner 1 Axis flx/flV Range (@ ± 125 V) Gain 
-------------- ----------- --------------------------- -----------------
Change Length X 78 AN 19,500 A = 1.95 /.Lm 2.54 
Bend Horizontal Y 136 AN 34,000 A = 3.40 /.Lm 1.46 
Bend Vertical Z 173 AN 43,250 A = 4.32 /.Lm 1.00 

Scanner 2 
-----_ .. -------
Change Length X 78 AN 19,500 A = 1.95 /.Lm 2.54 
Bend Horizontal Y 161 AN 40,250 A = 4.02 /.Lm 1.26 
Bend Vertical Z 178 AN 44,500 A = 4.45 /.Lm 1.00 

Image size (height "y" and width "x") for a scan is calculated according to the 

formula S=N·k·o·m·G·w 

where: S = height or width of image 

N = number of pixels along edge of image 

k = voltage-to-distance calibration factor Ilx/ Il V from Table 3 

o = unit step size in Volts at input to Sweep Card = 4.878 mV 

m = step size multiplier = 1,2,3, ... etc. (pixel size = 0 • m) 

G = gain of Sweep Card for that axis from Table 3 

w = scan size factor ( 10, 1 or 0.1 ) 
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The images shown in Figures 59 through 62 are all 256 x 256 pixel images (N 

= 256) and have step size multiplier m = 1. Scan size factor w is listed right on the 

screen: in Figures 59 and 60, w = 10; in Figure 61, w = 1; and in Figure 62, w = 0.1. 

Therefore, according to the above formula we have: 

Table 4 Calculated image sizes 

Image Width, X Height, Y 
----------------- ------------- -------------
Fig. 59, tip 1 247 nm 248 nm 
Fig. 59, tip 2 247 nm 253 nm 
Figure 60 247 nm 248 nm 
Figure 61 24.7 nm 24.8 nm 
Figure 62 2.47 nm 2.48 nm 

These height and width values, rounded off to two significant figures, are 

noted in the figure captions. 
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APPENDIX C 

Computer Hardware Configuration 

The software described in Appendix D is meant to run in the hardware 

environment described in this Appendix. The STM system's main computer is a IBM 

PC-AT compatible 80286-based machine running at 6 MHz, with an 80287 math 

coprocessor and an EGA display. System. speed is limited to 6Mhz by the DT2861 

frame grabber board. In addition, a MicroSoft Mouse is used for screen access. 

In the expansion slots of the computer are the following aftermarket cards 

(slots are numbered from 0 to 7, starting nearest the disk drives): 

Table 5 Locations of computer cards in computer expansion slots 

Slot 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Card Occupying Slot 

WD1003-WA2 Rev. XO 
Not used 
Data Trans. DT2806 
DIO-500 Rev. 2 
Data Trans. DT2861 
Data Trans. DT2858 
Paradise EGA480 
Data Trans. DT2801A 

Function of Card 

Disk Controller 

Digital I/O for Scan Generator 
Comm. port for mouse and printer 
Video frame grabber 
Frame grabber coprocessor 
Computer display monitor driver 
STM elex. analog and digital I/O 

Image data are acquired solely by the DT2861 frame grabber board, which is 

used in the "slow scan" mode. Auxiliary data (such as tip current and bias values) and 

control signals are communicated via the DT2801A and DT2806 boards. References 

to the ports listed in Tables 6 and 7 are found throughout the software. 
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Table 6 Analog and digital Input/Output board configuration 

The DT2801A board is configured as follows: 
Differential analog inputs: Analog outputs: 
Channel 0: Tip 1 bias DAC 0: Tip 2 computer bias 
Channell: Tip 1 current DAC 1: Tip 1 computer bias 
Channel 2: Tip 1 z-scale 
Channel 3: Sample bias 
Channel 4: not used 
Channel 5: Tip 2 z-scale 
Channel 6: Tip 2 current 
Channel 7: Tip 2 bias 

Digital I/O (all through optoisolators) 
Port 0 (input): Port 1 (output): 
Bit 0: Tip 1 scan mode Bit 0: Tip select 
Bit 1: Tip 1 scan size Bit 1: Tip 1 retract 
Bit 2: Tip 2 scan mode Bit 2: Tip 2 retract 
Bit 3: Tip 2 scan size Bit 3: not used 
Bit 4: Tip 1 extended Bit 4: not used 
Bit 5: Tip 1 retracted Bit 5: not used 
Bit 6: Tip 2 extended Bit 6: not used 
Bit 7: Tip 2 retracted Bit 7: not used 
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Table 7 Digital Input/Output board configuration 

The DT2806 board has two DTX350 digital I/O modules, attached to 
connectors J2 and J3, configured as follows: 

J2 (three one-byte input ports A, B and C): 
Port A: Waveform Generator Clock high byte 
Port B: Waveform Generator Clock low byte 
Port C: Waveform Generator and Inchworm Control staus bits 

Bit 0: Waveform Generator Run Mode indicator 
Bit 1: Waveform Generator Remote Mode indicator 
Bit 2: Inchworm Control Halt/Run* indicator 
Bit 3: Inchworm Control power indicator 
Other bits not used. 

J3 (three one-byte output ports A, B and C): 
Port A: Waveform Generator data byte 
Port B: Waveform Generator command byte 
Port C: Inchworm Contol bits 

Bit 0: Inchworm 1 Enable* signal 
Bit 1: Inchworm 2 Enable* signal 
Bit 2: Inchworm 3 Enable* signal 
Bit 3: Inchworm Forward/Reverse signal 
Bit 4: Inchworm SClock signal 
Bit 5: Inchworm Halt/Run* signal 
Other bits not used. 

J4: Pin 18 of this connector is the output of a clock, TMR O. The TMR 0 
signal is OR'd with the SClock signal above to form the Inchworm Clock 
applied to the Inchworm Contoller input. 

In addition, the Halt/Run* signal above is fed through two fliptlops in 
series to form the signal turning the Inchworms on and off. 
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APPENDIXD 

Software Source Code . 

The software listed below controls the dual-tip STM system. It was written in 

the C programming language by Jackson D. He. The hardware environment required 

to run the executable version of this code is de3cribed in Appendix C. The software 

environment must include: 1) DOS version 3.2 or later, 2) a mouse controller and 3) 

the Data Translation supplied software IDRV61.SYS (for the DT2861 board) and 

PCLDRV.SYS (for the DT2801A and DT2806 boards). (The DT2801A board is 

"board 1" and the DT2806 board is "board 2".) 

The STM control software is intended to work with an image processing 

program, in this case the "Primagic" program (also written by Jackson He), so the 

executable version of this program, PR.EXE, should also be included in the same 

directory as the executable version of this source code. 
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1*********************************************************** 
stm.h 
created 1-3-90 
last revision 4-30-90 
j.d.he 

***********************************************************1 

#define UARR Ox48 
#define DARR Ox50 
#define LARR Ox4b 
#define RARR Ox4d 
#define PGUP Ox49 
#define PGDN Ox51 
#define HOME Ox47 
#define END Ox4f 
#define F1 59 
#define F2 60 

#define lower_bound (x,y) 
#define upper_bound (x,y) 

WINDOWP wO, ws; 
int x_sav, y_sav; 
char ca, 

if (x < y) x = y 
if (x > y) x = y 

running; 1* bit 0: running indicator 
1: stop request 
2: ease request *1 

struct MOUSE OR KEY { 
char -st-; 1* status *1 

mk; 

void 
void 
char 
int 
int 
void 

k; 1* ASe or scan code *1 
int x,y; 1* mouse relative displacement *1 

cmouse_O(int ,int ,int ,int ); 
cmouse_1(int ,int *,int *,int *); 
note(char *text); 
mork1(void); 
mork(void); 
beep(void); 
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1*********************************************************** 
file stm.c 
main program of STM system 
created 12-14-89 
latest edition 2-13-91 
Jackson He 

***********************************************************1 

#include "wind.h" 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <bios.h> 
#include "dt.h" 
#include "stm.h" 
#include "wavegen.h" 
#include "stmctrl.h" 
#include "inchworm.h" 

#define ATTR v_attr(BLUE,WHITE,O,BOLD) 
#define MENULEN 16 
#define MAXX 623 
#define MINX 16 
#define MAXY 175 
#define MINY 16 

extarn void cmousel(int *, int *, int *, int *); 
extern void command(char); 
extern void help(char, int); 

static void call-pr(void); 
static void ir config(void); 
static check_mouse_drive(void); 
static action(char); 
static void mouse_action(int, int); 

static char *mainmenu_text(] = 
"w A V E F ORM I S 

H W 0 R M", 
"G ENE R A TOR C o N 
N T R 0 L", 
" --------" , 

"I 

T M 

T R 0 L 

"Define 
Select: 1 2 3", 

Tip Select: 1 2 Alt 

"I 

INC 

C 0 

I", 
Axis 

I", 



"Run / stop 
/ Backward", 

"Ease 
Step", 

"Initialize 
Auto-Approach", 

"========== 
========" , 

"Loaded 
Running 

" -- , 
"Clock: 

" 

Hz", 

Running 
Auto" , 

o Hz 

Window Menu 

"I 
File Menu 

"I 
Buffer: ° 

"I 

"I 
Sample: 

"I Tip: 

mV 

scan mode: surf 

Current: nA 

Active Tip: none 

"I 

mV 
I 
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Slow 

I", 
Forward 

I", 
Go 

I", 

I " , 

Clock: 

I"}; 
static char mainmenu_x[] = 

{5,4,4,25,9,25,10,25,7,25,10,25,7,25,4,25,4,13,4,25}; 

struct MENU 
int x, y, /* screen coord. of the hi-lited char */ 

xl, /* 1st letter */ 
len; /* item length */ 

char chi /* item char */ 

struct MENU choice [ ] = 
{ { 10, 6, 10, 6, 'd' } , /* define */ 

{ 11, 8, 11, 4, iI' } , /* load */ 
{ 8, 10, 8, 10, I r' } , /* run */ 
{ 11, 12, 11, 4, Ie' } , /* ease */ 
{ 8, 14, 8, 10, 'i' } , /* in it */ 
{ 30, 6, 30, 10, 't' } , /* tip */ 
{ 34, 8, 34, 11, 'WI } , /* window */ 
{ 35, 10, 35, 9, 'f' } , /* file */ 
{ 35, 12, 35, 7, 'b' } , /* buffer */ 
{ 58, 6, 57, 12, 'x' } , /* axis */ 
{ 57, 8, 55, 4, '0' } , /* slow */ 
{ 75, 8, 74, 4, 'a' } , /* fast */ 
{ 65, 10, 57, 18, '/' } , /* for/back */ 
{ 57, 12, 57, 2, 'g' } , /* go */ 
{ 71, 12, 71, 4, 's' } , /* step */ 



{ 60, 14, 59, 13, 'u' } , 1* auto (end of MENULEN) 
{ 0, 18, 5, 6, '0 ' } , 1* LOADED *1 
{ 0, 18, 16, 7, '1' } , 1* RUNNING, WaveGen *1 
{ 0, 20, 5, 18, '2' } , 1* Clock, WaveGen *1 
{ 0, 16, 32, 16, '3' }, 1* Sample Bias *1 
{ 0, 17, 32, 16, '4' } , 1* Tip Bias *1 
{ 0, 18, 32, 16, ' 5' } , 1* Scan Mode *1 
{ 0, 19, 32, 16, ' 6 ' } , 1* Current *1 
{ 0, 20, 32, 16, '7' } , 1* Active Tip *1 
{ 0, 18, 58, 7, '8' } , 1* RUNNING, Inchworm *1 
{ 0, 20, 58, 17, '9' } , 1* Clock, Inchworm *1 
{ 0, 18, 71, 4, , , , } } : 1* Auto Indicator *1 

int main(void) 
( 

long s, t, count: 
char chi 

x_sav = 312; 
y_sav = 88; 
wo = win_open(4,0,0,78,22,ATTR,GREEN); 
win_title(wO," STM 2.4 ",78); 

for (ch=O; ch<20; ch++) 
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*1 

win-puts( wO, mainmenu_x[ch], ch+1, mainmenu_text[ch]); 

for (ch=O; ch<MENULEN; ch++) 
scn_seta(choice[ch].x, choice[ch].y, 1, 

BLUE«4!BOLD!YELLOW); 

win-putsa(wO,5,22,"<ESC: Quit>",GREEN«4); 
win-putsa(wO,22,22,"<F1: Help>",GREEN«4); 
win-putsa(wO,38,22,"<F2: PRlMAGIC>",GREEN«4); 

ws = win_open(0,0,24,80,1,10,O); 

if ( !check_mouse_drive() ) ( 
note(lI\nMouse driver initialization error --

quittingll); 
goto Getout; 

} 

while (1) { 
_bios_timeofday(_TIME_GETCLOCK, &s); 
for (count=O; count<55000; count++); 
_bios_timeofday(_TIME_GETCLOCK, &t); 
if (t-s>9) break; 1* Low Speed Mode *1 
if « ch = note (" Lower the speed of computer to 
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6MHz , \n '"' Or press ' Q' to quit from the program "» -- , q' ) 
goto GetOut; 

if (ch == ESC) ( 
note(" Now you asked for it, you are on your own 

now!\n"" -- Good Luck!!!"); 
break; 

} 

stm_ini t () ; 
wg_init(); 
iw_init() ; 
win-puts(ws,O,O,"(c) 1990-1991 Jackson D. He, ""Optical 

Sciences, U of Az, Tucson, AZ 85721"); 

cmouse_0(11,0,0,0); 

do ( 
cmouse_0(10,0,255,19968); 
cmouse_0(4,0,x_sav,y_sav); 
cmouse_O(l,O,O,O); 

do ( 
if (!wg_service(» goto Getout; 
stm_service(); 
iw_service () ; 

} while (!morkl(»; 
ch = 0; 
switch (mk.st) { 

case 0: x say += mk.x; y say += mk.y; break; 
case 1: ch = CR; break; 

} 

case 2: ch = I?'; break; 
case 3: ch = '-'; break; 
case 8: ch = mk.ki break; 

case 9: switch (mk.k) { 
case UARR: y_sav -= 8; 
case DARR: y_sav += 8; 
case LARR: x_say -= 8; 
case RARR: x_say += 8; 
case PGUP: y_sav = MINY; 
case PGDN: y_sav = MAXY; 
case HOME: x_say = MINX; 
case END: x say = MAXX; 
case Fl: ch = I?'; 
case F2: call-pr(); 

break; 
break; 
break; 
break; 
break; 
break; 
break; 
break; 
break; 

lower_bound(x_sav,MINX); else upper_bound(x_sav,MAXX); 
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lower_bound(y_sav,MINY); else upper_bound(y_sav,MAXY); 
cmouse_0(2,O,O,O); 

} while ( action«char) tolower(ch» ); 

Getout: 
is end(); 
wg=end() ; 
iw_end () ; 
win_close(ws); 
win_close(wO); 
return(O); 
/*** end of main ***/ 

static void RevChoice(int i) ( 
scn_reva(choice[i).xl, choice[i).y, choice[i).len); 

static action(char ch) { 
int i; 

for (i=O; i<MENULEN; i++) 
if (choice[i).ch == ch) ( 

RevChoice(i) ; 

} 

command ( ch) ; 
RevChoice(i) ; 

return(l); 

switch ( ch ) ( 
case '-': 
case '?': 

case CR : ca = Chi mouse_action(x_saV»3, y_sav»3); 
return(l); 

case I q' : 
case ESC: return ( note("\n\tAre you sure you want to 

leave?")!='y'); 

} 

case 0: return(l); 
default: beep(); return(l); 

static void mouse action( int x, int y) { 
register int i; -
struct MENU *p; 

if (ca == CR) { 
for (i=O, p=choice; i<MENULEN; i++, p++) 

if (y==p->y && x>=p->xl && x<p->xl+p->len) { 



) 

) 
if 

) 

RevChoice(i); 
command(p->ch); 
RevChoice(i); 
return; 

(y==6) switch (x) { 
case 42: stm_tip(l); 
case 44: stm_tip(2); 
case 46: 
case 47: 
case 48: stm_tip(3); 
case 71: iw_axis(l); 
case 73: iw_axis(2); 
case 75: iw_axis(3); 

return; 
return; 

return; 
return; 
return; 
return; 

else if (y==8 && x>59 && x<73) { 
iw_speed(x-60); return; 

) 
else if (y==12 && (x==43 I I x==44» 

stm_buf(l); return; 

else if (ca=='?') { 

) 

for (i=O, p=choice; i<MENULEN+ll; i++, p++) 
if (y==p->y && x>=p->xl && x<p->X1+p->len) { 

RevChoice(i); 
help (p->ch, 0); 
RevChoice(i); 
return; 

) 
if (y==12 && (x==43 I I x==44» 

win_reva(wO,42,11,2); 
help ( '# " 0); 
win_reva(wO,42,11,2); 
return; 

} 
if (y==8 && x>59 && x<73) { 

help('%', 0); return; 
) 
help('@', 0); return; 

else if (ca=='-' && y==12 && (x==43 I I x==44» ( 
stm_buf(-l); return; 

) 
beep() ; 
win_clr(ws); 
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static check_mouse_drive(void) { 
union REGS regs; 
struct SREGS segregs; 
long address; 
unsigned char first_byte; 

regs.x.ax = Ox3533; 
intdosx ( &regs, &regs, &segregs ); 

address = «(long) segregs.es) « 16) + regs.x.bx; 
first_byte = (char) * (long far *) address; 

return(address && first_byte != Oxcf); 
} 1* end check_mouse_drive *1 

void cmouse O( int ml, int m2, int m3, int m4) { 
cmousel(&m1, &m2, &m3, &m4); 

} 

void cmouse 1( int ml, int *m2, int *m3, int *m4) ( 
cmousel(&ml, m2, m3, m4); 

} 

char note( char *st) ( 
WINDOWP wn; 

beep() ; 
wn = win_open(4,20,15,50,3,WHITE«4,WHITE«4); 
win_title(wn,1I Wait a Minute ",WHITE«4!YELLOW!BOLD); 
beep () ; 
win-prints(wn, st); 
win_clr(ws); 
win-putsa(ws,O,O,"»» type any character to 

continue",138); 

} 

do ( mork(); } while (!mk.st); 
win_clr(ws); 
win_close(wn); 
return«char) tolower«mk.st==8)?mk.k:0»; 

int mork(void) { 
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1*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
waits for mouse or key action, returns with: 

mk.st = 0: mouse moved; 
1,2,3: mouse buttons down; 
8: ASe key input; 
9: special key input. 
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Also copys the return value of mork1() 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/ 

int stat; 

} 

while ( !(stat=mork1(» ); 
return(stat); 

int mork1(void) { 
/*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

gets mouse or key status, and returns immediately 
0: nothing 
1: mouse motion 
2: mouse button 
3: special key 
4: ASCII key 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/ 
int m2,m3,m4; 

} 

if (kbhit (» { 
if (mk.k = (char) getch(» { 

mk.st = 8; 
return(4); 

} 
mk.k = (char) getch(); 
mk.st = 9; 
return (3) ; 

} 
cmouse_1(3,&m2,&m3,&m4); 
if (mk.st = (char) m2) { 

} 

do { 
cmouse 1(3,&m2,&m3,&m4); 
mk.st T= (char) m2; 

} while (m2); 
return(2) ; 

cmouse 1(11,&ru2,&m3,&m4); 
if «mk. x=m3) I (mk. y=m4» return (1) ; 
return(O); 

void beep() { 
int x, i; 
x = inp(97); 
outp(97, xI3); 
for (i=1;i<10000;i++); 
outp(97, x); 

/* ASC code */ 

1* Scan code */ 

1* buttons */ 
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static void call-pr(void) { 
cmouse_O(2,O,O,O); 
if (running) note(" You've got to be kidding!\n -- The 

STM is running!"); 

} 

else { 
if (going) iw stop(O); 
is_end(); -
if (system("pr"» note("\n\tCannot find PR.EXE"); 
hide_cure); /* in case DOS didn't catch it */ 
stm_initO; 
is_display(l); 

} 
cmouse_O(l,O,O,O); 
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1*********************************************************** 
file stmcmds.c 
creation 1-8-90 
latest revision 2-14-91 
Jackson He 

***********************************************************1 

#include <wind.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include "stm.h" 
#include "wavegen.h" 
#include "stmctr1.h" 
#include "inchworm.h" 
#include "prmenu.h" 

WINDOWP wt; 

static struct pmenu window = 
0, 2, { 

} ; 

0, 2, "2 Windows", 1, 
1, 0, "Window Height", 2, 
2, 0, "Bias Sequence", 3, 
} 

static struct pmenu file = 
0, 2, { 

} ; 

0,4, "Save", 1, 
1, 4, "Load", 2, 
2, 0, "Save Sequence", 3, 
} 

void command( char ch) { 

switch ( ch ) ( 
case 'd': wg_define(); break; 
case '1': wg_load(); break; 
case 'r': wg run(2); break; 
case 'e': wg=run(4); break; 
case 'i': wg_init(); break; 
case 't': stm_tip(O); break; 
case 'w': window.scrn[0].t[0]='2'-Winds; 

window.scrn[0].t[8]=(Winds)?0:'s'; 
popup(7,45,13,3,&window," Window ",ch); break; 

case 'b': stm_frame(); break; 



} 

case 'x': iw_axis(O); break; 
case 'a': iw_speed(-2); break; 
case '0': iw_speed(-l); break; 
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case 'g': if (going) iw stop(O); else iw_go(); break; 
case 'I': iw revel; -break; 
case's': if-(going) note("\n\tlnchworm running!"); 

else iw_step(l); break; 
case If': popup(9,44,13,3,&file," File ",ch); break; 
case lUi: if (going) iw_stop(O); else iw_auto(); break; 

} 
win_clr(ws); 

void cmd( char ch, int i) { 

} 

if (ch=='w') switch (i) ( 

} 

case 1: stm_window(); break; 
case 2: stm_lines(); break; 
case 3: stm_bias(); 

else stm_file(i); 1* ch=='f' *1 
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1*********************************************************** 
file stmctrl.h 
created 1-22-90 by j.d.he 
last revision 5-31-90 

***********************************************************1 

int Winds; 

void stm_init(void); 
void stm_reinit(int req); 
void stm_tip(char tip 
void stm_service(void); 
void stm_frame(void); 
void stm_window(void); 
void stm_buf_set(void) ; 
void stm_lines(void); 
void stm_bias(void); 
void stm_buf(int req); 

void stm_file(int i); 

1* (# of Windows per framej -1 *1 

1* req := called by wg_load() *1 
1* tip = 0 to auto switch *1 

1* req = +1-1 for direction of 
change *1 

1* i=l: save; 
2: load; 
3: save sequence *1 
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1*********************************************************** 
file stmctrl.c 
created 1-22-90 by j.d.he 
last revision 6-27-90 
Controls the functions of stm main electronics. 

***********************************************************1 

#include <time.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <wind.h> 
#include <dt.h> 
#include <pclab.h> 
#include "stm.h" 
#include "wavegen.h" 
#include "stmctrl.h" 

#define STAT 

#define COMP BIAS1 
#define COMP BIAS2 

Ox8B70 

#define SAMPLE BIAS 
#define BIAS1 
#define BIAS2 
#define CURRl 
#define CURR2 
#define ZSCALE1 
#define ZSCALE2 

#define OUTPORT 
*1 
#define INPORT 

1 
o 

3 
o 
7 
1 
6 
2 
5 

1 

0 
2: 
1: 
3: 

static int SelectedTip; 
static int ActiveTip = 0; 

scan 
scan 
scan 

mode 
size 
size 

1* Port C, card 2 *1 

1* output channels *1 

1* input channels *1 

1* bit 0: tip select 

1* bit 0: scan mode 1; 
2; 
1; 
2; *1 

static int Frames = 0; 1* actually (# of Frames)-1 *1 
static int CurrFrame; 
static int bias, sample_bias; 
static int bias1=O; 1* additional bias from computer *1 
static int bias2=O; 
static char mode, size; 
static double current; 
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struct WIND DAT { 
int x,-y; 

} wind[2]; 
1* window upper-left corner *1 

1* max 2 windows per frame *1 

static struct BUF DAT ( 
double current, z scale; 
int bias, sbias; -
char mode, tip, unit; 
long time, speed; 

buf[32]; 1* max 2 x 16 buffers *1 

int WinID(int frame, int window) 
1* This function returns a unique id number 

for every window: 
frame = 0 to 15, window = 0 or 1 *1 

return (frame+window*Frames); 

void stm_init(void) ( 
initialize(); 
set_error_control_word(O); 
enable_for_input(INPORT); 
enable_for_output(OUTPORT) ; 

1* init pclab -- DT2801 *1 

output digital value(OUTPORT,-O,l); 
- - choose tip 1 

1* init output value: 
*1 

is_error_messages(o) ; 
is_initialize(); 
stm_tip(l); 

1* init iris -- DT2861 *1 

Winds=O; 

static void BufSet(void) ( 
int i; 
is_reset(); 
wind[O].x = (256)>Winds)-((frame length & -Ox10) » 1); 
wind[O].y = 240 - (frame_height» 1); 
if (Winds) { 

} 

wind[l).x = wind[O).x + 256; 
wind[l).y = wind[O).y; 

for (i=O; i<=Frames; i++) ( 
is frame clear(i); 
buf[WinID(i,O»).tip=buf[WinID(i,l)].tip=o; 

} 
is_display(l); 



static void ResetBias(void) ( 
int b[2]; 

} 

b[0]=b[1]=2048; 
dac_value(-l,b); 

void stm_reinit(int reg) ( 
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1*---------------------------------------------------------
This function is called by wg_init() with req=O 

and by wg_load() with req=l. 
Calling by wg_init() instead of stm_init() is 
arranged for by Init command access. 

----------------------------------------------------------*1 

} 

if (reg && frame_length>256) Winds=O; 
BufSet(); 
CurrFrame = running = 0; 
win-puts(wO,42,11," 0"); 
win_norm(wO,15,17,7); 
ResetBias(); 

1* Current frame # *1 
1* running light *1 

static void ChooseTip(void) ( 

} 

if (SelectedTip==3) ActiveTip = (ActiveTip==l)? 2 : 1; 
else ActiveTip = SelectedTip; 
win-putsv(WO,43,19,4,"%4d",ActiveTip); 
output_digital_value(OUTPORT,l,-ActiveTip);I* TipSelect *1 

static void SetBias(void) { 
int b; 

} 

if (ActiveTip-1) { 
if (bias2) ( 

} 
} 

b = 2048 - bias2*CurrFrame; 
dac_value(COMP_BIAS2, &b); 

else if (bias1) ( 

} 

b = 2048 - bias1*CurrFrame; 
dac_value(COMP_BIAS1, &b); 

void stm_buf(int reg) { 

if (!(Frames I CurrFrame» return; 
if (reg>=O) CurrFrame++; else CurrFrame--; 



} 

if (CurrFrame>Frames) CurrFrame=O; 
else if (CurrFrame<O) CurrFrame=Frames; 

is_select_output_frame(CurrFrame); 
win-putsv(wO,42,11,2,"%2d",CurrFrame); 

static double ReadPort(int port) ( 
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1* this funct reads the port, with the value of 16K for 5V 
input, sign extended *1 

int reading, value; 

adc_value(port,1,&reading); 
value = 2048 - reading; 
if ( abs( value) < 200 ) { 

} 

adc_value(port,8,&reading)i 1* increase sensitivity *1 
return( 0.00061* (2048-reading»i 

else return( 0.00061*(value«3»; 

void stm_tip(char tip) 
static len=1; 

win_norm(wO,41,5,7); 
if (tip) SelectedTip = tip; 
else if (SelectedTip++==3) SelectedTip=1; 
if «len=SelectedTip)==2) len=1; 
win_reva(wO,39+(SelectedTip«1),5,len); 

static void SlowScanset(void) { 
1* This function is called when the "running" flag is set. 

*1 

It takes care of tip selection, run-time window setup, 
and snapping one frame at a time. 

static char take = 0; 

if (running&2 I I running&4 && CurrFrame==Frames && 
(SelectedTip-ActiveTip+Winds!=3» { 

if (running&1) running--; 
else if ( !(inp(STAT)&1) ) { 1* out of run mode *1 

int t; 

ResetBias(); 
win_norm(wO,15,17,7); 
ActiveTip = running = 0; 
win-puts(wO,43,19,"none"); 1* no tip active *1 
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is_check_acquire_complete(&t)~ 1* bug in DT-IRIS, 
has to do this */ 

if (!t) note("\n DT2861 doesn't stop\n Better 
Initialize now")~ 

} 
} 
else if (running&l) ( 

int t~ 

} 

is_check_acquire_complete(&t)~ 
if (t) ( /* to start a new scan *1 

if (SelectedTip-ActiveTip+Winds!=3) stm_buf(O)~ 
ChooseTip()~ 
SetBias()~ 
t = Winds&(ActiveTip-1)~ 
is_set_active_region(wind[t].y,wind[t].x, 

frame_height,frame_length)~ 
is_slow_scan(CurrFrame,l)~ 
wg_1frame () ~ 
take = l~ 

if (take) { 

} 

double Vz~ 
struct BUF_DAT *tp~ 

tp=buf+WinID(CurrFrame,Winds&(ActiveTip-1»~ 
tp->bias = bias~ 
tp->sbias= -sample bias~ 
tp->mode = (char) mode~ 
tp->tip = (char) ActiveTip~ 
tp->current=current; 
Vz = ReadPort«ActiveTip==1)?ZSCALE1:ZSCALE2); 
tp->z_scale=Vz~ 1* a formula should be used *1 
time(&tp->time) ~ 
tp->unit = (char) window_unit; 
tp->speed= wgclock: 
if (size) tp->unit *= 10; 
take=O~ 

void stm_service(void) { 
/* this funct called whenever the input devices are idle.*/ 

static char spc[]=" "~ 
struct { unsigned Model:l,Sizel:l,Mode2:1,Size2:l; } m; 



if (running) SlowScanSet(); 
sample_bias = (int) (ReadPort(SAMPLE_BIAS)*1000); 
win-putsv(wO,39,15,5,"%5d", -sample_bias); 
input_digital_value(INPORT,OxOf, (int *) &m); 
switch «running)?ActiveTip:SelectedTip) { 

case 1: 
bias = (int) (ReadPort(BIAS1)*1000): 
current = ReadPort(CURR1); 
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size = (char) m.Size1; mode = (char) m.Mode1; 
break; 

} 

} 

case 2: 
bias = (int) (ReadPort(BIAS2r*1000); 
current = ReadPort(CURR2) ; 
size = (char) m.Size2; mode = (char) m.Mode2; 
break; 

case 3: 
win-puts(wO,39,16,spc); 
win-puts(wO,43,17,spc); 
win-puts(wO,39,18,spc); 
return; 

win-putsv(wO,39,16,5,1%5d", bias); 
win-puts(wO,43,17,(mode)?"skiml:"surftl): 
win-putsv(wO,39,18,5,"%5.2lf", current); 

void stm frame(void) ( 
WINDOW]? wt; 

} 

wt = win_open(1,25,9,50,1,YELLOWIBOLD,RED); 
win_sync (wt,1) ; 
while (1) { 

win-prints(wt,"Number of buffers (1 to 16): II); 
win_getv(wt,3,"%d ll ,&Frames); 
if (Frames>O && Frames <= 16) break: 

beep () ; 

Frames--; 
if (CurrFrame>Frames) ( 

is_select_output_frame{CurrFrame=O); 
win-puts(wO,42,11," 0"); 

} 
win_close(wt); 

void stm window(void) { 
if (frame length<=256) 

Winds A= 1; 



BufSet(); 
} 
else note("\n Cannot fit two windows in one frame!"); 

} 

void stm_lines(void) 
WINDOWP wt; 
FILE *data; 

if (running) { 

} 

note("\n cannot do this while running! 
\n -- It could be hazardous!"); 

return; 

wt=win_open(1,25,12,50,1,YELLOW!BOLD, RED); 
win_sync(wt,l); 
winJ>rints(wt,"Window height (16 to 480): "); 
win_getv(wt,3,"%d", &frame_height): 
win_close(wt); 
if (frame_height<16 !! frame_height>480) 

beep() ; 
frame_height=min(frame_length,480); 

} 
wg_height_set(): 
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BufSet(): 
data=fopen("waveform.dat","r+"); 
fseek(data,7L,SEEK_SET): 
fprintf(data,"%3d",frame_height); 
fclose(data); 

/* update data file */ 

} 

void stm_bias(void) 
WINDOWP wt: 
wt=win_open(1,25,12,50,2,YELLOW!BOLD, RED): 
win_sync(wt,l); 
win..,.prints(wt,"Bias step for Tip 1 (x 5mV): "); 
win_getv(wt,3,"%d", &bias1); 
winJ>rints(wt,"\nBias step for Tip 2 (x 5mV): "); 
win_getv(wt,3,"%d", &bias2); 
win_close(wt); 

#define LINE LENGTH 
#define COMMENT_BEG 

40 /* should be larger than 8 */ 
96L 

void SaveFile(char *st, int frame, int window) { 
int i,k: 
FILE *ofile: 



struct tm *t; 
struct ( 

unsigned int yr; 

1* C time structure *1 
1* OT-IRIS time stamp *1 

unsigned char mn, dy, dt, h, m, Si 
) tt; 
WINOOWP wt; 
char str[LINE_LENGTH]; 
struct BUF OAT *tp; 
double frame_rate; 

if (window>l) ( 

} 

window-=2; 
i=WinIO(frame,window); 
sprintf(str,st,'a'+i); 
st=str; 

else i=WinIO(frame, window); 
tp=buf+i; 
if (! tp->tip) ( 

} 

note("\n Window has not been scanned yet! 
\n -- Quitting."); 

return; 
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is set active region(wind[window].y, wind[window].x, 
- - - frame_height, frame_length); 

if (is_save(frame,O,l,o,st» ( 

} 

note("\n Error while saving file"); 
return; 

ofile=fopen(st, "r+b"); 
fseek(ofile,COMMENT BEG-l,SEEK SET); 

1*** -1 to put a <CR> in unused field ***1 
fprintf(ofile,"\nTip %d: %dmV, %lfnA\n", tp->tip, 

tp->bias, tp->current); 
fprintf(ofile,"Z scale: %If\n'', tp->z_scale); 
fprintf(ofile,"S%s mode\n", (tp->mode)?"kim":"urf"); 
fprintf(ofile, "Sample: %dmV\n", tp->sbias): 
fprintf(ofile,"Clock: %ldHz\nFrame: ", tp->speed); 
frame_rate = (double)table_length* 

frame_height/tp->speed; 
if (frame_rate>1.0) fprintf(ofile, 

"%.2g sec\n",frame_rate); 
else fprintf(ofile,"%.2g Hz\n",l.0/frame_rate); 
fprintf(ofile,"unit: %d\n\n",tp->unit); 
wt=win_open(2,20,7,LINE_LENGTH,11,OX70,Ox70); 
win_title(wt," comments ",Ox7b); 
win~utsv(wt,4,11,30,"File: %s",st); 
win~rints(ws,"\nEnd comment with empty line •.• "); 



} 

win_sync(wt,l); 
wt->ysize--; 
for (k=O; ; ) ( 

i=512- (int) ftell(ofile)i 
win-putsv(wt,LINE_LENGTH-20,lO,25, 
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"%3d bytes free",i): 

} 

win_loc(wt,o,k); 
win_gets(wt,str,o,LINE_LENGTH); 
if (!str[O]) break; 
if (strlen(str»i) { 

str[i-l]=O; 
fputs(str,ofile); 
note(1I Comment too long.\n -- Trancated."); 
break; 

} 
fprintf(ofile,"%s\n",str); 
if (k<9) k++; 
else win_del(wt,O); 

wt->ysize++; 
win close(wt); 
t=gmtime(&tp->time); 
tt.yr=t->tm_year+1900i 
tt.mn=(char) t->tm_mon; 
tt.dy=(char) t->tm_mday; 
tt.dt=(char) t->tm_wday; 
tt.h=(char) t->tm_hour; 
tt.m=(char) t->tm_min; 
tt.s=(char) t->tm_sec; 
fseek(ofile,12L,SEEK_SET); 
fwrite(&tt,1,8,ofile); 
fclose(ofile); 

void LoadFile(char *st) 
FILE *infile; 
char tt[LINE LENGTH]; 
int tf[2], i; 
WINDOWP wti 
struct { 

unsigned int yr; 
unsigned char mn, dy, dt, h, m, s; 

} ts; 

infile=fopen(st,"rb"); 
if (infile==NULL) { 

note(lI\n Input file not existing."); 
return; 



) 
fread(tt,1,8,infile); 
if (strncmp(tt,IDT-lMAGE",8» ( 

note("\n File not in DT format."); 
fclose(infile); 
return; 

} 
fseek(infile,43L,SEEK_SET); 
fread(tf,sizeof(int),2,infile); 
wt=win_open(2,20,7,LINE_LENGTH,11,Ox70,Ox70); 
win_title(wt,1I Comments ",Ox7b); 
win-puts(wt, 4,11,"File: "); 
win-puts(wt,lO,ll,st); 
fseek(infile,12L,SEEK_SET); 
fread(&ts,1,8,infile); 
win-printf(wt,20," Date: %d-%d, %d", (int) ts.mn, 

(int) ts.dy, ts.yr); 
win-printf(wt,20,"\tTime: %d:%02d:%02d\n\n", 

(int)ts.h, (int)ts.m, (int) ts.s); 
fseek(infile,COMMENT BEG,SEEK SET); 
win-prints(ws,"\n Press Any Key to continue ••• "); 
for (i=2; ; ) ( 

fgets(tt,LINE_LENGTH,infile); 
if (!tt[O]) break; 
win-prints(wt,tt); 
if (++i==lO) { 

i=O; 
win-putsa(wt,LINE_LENGTH-10,lO, 

"< More >",YELLOW:BOLD); 
while (!getch(»; 
win clr(wt); 
win=loc(wt,o,O); 

} 
fclose(infile) ; 
i=is frame clear(CurrFrame); 
tf[1)=min(tf[1],480)i 
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is_restore (CurrFrame, (480-tf[1]»>1, (512-tf[O]»>1,st) ; 
while (!getch(»; 
win clr(ws); 
win=close(wt) ; 

static char IOFileName[25]; 

static void GetFileName(WINDOWP *w, int ypos, int ht) ( 
*w = win_open(1,25,ypos,50,ht,YELLOW:BOLD,RED); 
win_sync(*w,l); 



winyrints(*w,"File Name [.idt]: "): 
win gets(*w, IOFileName, 0, 15): 
if (ht==l) win_close(*w): 

void stm_file(int i) 
WINDOWP wt: 

if (running) { 
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note("\nYou can't do this!\n -- STM is runningll): 
return: 

} 
switch (i) { 

case 1: 1******* SAVE *******1 
GetFileName(&wt,11,Winds+1): 
~-F (t.7;nt'l",\ I .... ~ \ .,_ .. _--, , 

} 

winyrints(wt,"\nWhich window (1,2): "): 
win_getv(wt,2,"%d",&i) : 
win_close(wt): 

if (!strchr(IOFileName,'.'» 
strcat(IOFileName,l.idt"): 

SaveFile(IOFileName, CurrFrame, --i): 
break: 

case 2: 1******* LOAD *******1 
GetFileName(&wt,12,l): 
if (!strchr(IOFileName,'.'» 

strcat(IOFileName,l.idt"): 
LoadFile(IOFileName): 
break: 

case 3: 1*** SAVE SEQUENCE ***1 
winJ)rints(ws, "\nYou may imbed \,O%C\" in 

FileName,"lwhich will be replaced by a sequencing letter"): 

} 

GetFileName(&wt,13,1): 
if (!strstr(IOFileName,"%c"» 

strcat(IOFileName,"%c"): 
if (!strchr(IOFileName,'.'» 

strcat(IOFileName,".idt"): 
for (i=Frames: : ) { 

SaveFile(IOFileName, i, 2): 
if (Winds) SaveFile{IOFileName, it 3); 
if (!i--) break: 
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1*********************************************************** 
wavegen.h 
created 1-8-90 
last edition 5-24-90 
j.d.he 

***********************************************************1 

int frame_length, frame_height, table_length, window_unit; 
long wgclock; 

void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
int 
void 

wg init(void); 
wg=end(void); 
wg_define(void); 
wg load(void); 
wg=run(int ); 
wg 1frame(void); 
wg=service(void) ; 
wg_height_set(void); 
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1*********************************************************** 
wavegen.c 
created 7-25-89 
last revision 6-9-90 
Program for vacuum stm 
waveform generator controller 

***********************************************************1 

#include <dos.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <wind.h> 
#include <dt.h> 
#include "stm.h" 
#include "wavegen.h" 
#include "stmctrl.h" 

1** below define ports 
#define CARD2 
all input *1 
#define CLOCK HI 
#define CLOCK-LO 
#define STAT -
#define CARD3 
all output *1 
#define DATA PORT 
#define COM_PORT 

on DT2806 and 
Ox8F70 

Ox8370 
ox8770 
Ox8B70 
OxCF70 

oxC370 
OxC770 

its daughter cards **1 
1* Card 2 control, 

1* Port A, card 2 *1 
1* Port B, card 2 *1 
1* Port C, card 2 *1 
1* Card 3 control, 

1* Port A, card 3 *1 
1* Port B, card 3 *1 

1***** below define waveform generator port numbers *****1 
#define NO PORT -16 
#define DATA POINT 0 
#define COM REG 2 
#define TABLE LENGTH 3 
#define FRAME-HEIGHT 5 
#define RESTART 7 

static int loaded; 

void wg_init(void) 

outp( CARD3, 128); 1* all 3 ports as output *1 
outp( CARD2, 155); 1* all 3 ports as input *1 
outp( COM_PORT, -0);1* Init wave gen (via Master Reset) *1 
outp( COM_PORT, NO_PORT); 1* .. in two steps *1 
loaded = 0; 
win_norm(wO,4,17,6)i 1* normal lights *1 
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stm_reinit(O); 1* init stm as well *1 
} 

static void Send (int port, int num) ( 
outp( DATA PORT, -num); 
outp( COM_PORT, -(port + 48»; 1* 48 = MR + 02 *1 
outp( COM_PORT, NO_PORT); 

} 

static void SendW (int port, int x) ( 
Send (port, x); 
Send (++port, x»8 ); 

} 

void wg_end(void) ( 
Send (COM_REG, 10); 

} 

static void RemoteMode(void) 
int i; 

Send (COM_REG, 11); 

1* Dead Mode */ 

1*** check to see if wave gen is in remote mode ***1 
for (i=O; i<20000; i++) 

if (inp(STAT) & 2) return; 1* Bit 1 is remote */ 
note(" Cannot switch into Remote Mode!\n""-- Check the 

interface box,\n\tand the waveform generator"); 
} 

void wg_run(int arg) { 
1*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

To run if not running, or 
request to stop when running: 
arg = 2: to stop after current frame 

4: to stop after current sequence of frames 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*1 

if (running) ( 

} 

running 1= arg; 1* Request to stop or ease */ 
win_seta(wO,15,17,7,v_attr(YELLOW,WHITE,0,0»; 

else if (loaded) ( 

} 

running = 1; 
win_reva(wO,15,17,7); 

else note(1I Cannot run yet!\n -- You have to load 
first!"); 
} 



void wg_1frame(void) ( 
RemoteMode(); 
Send (COM_REG, 8); 
Send (RESTART, 0); 
if (inp(STAT) & 1) w9_end(); 

else ( 

1* 0 -> Don't care *1 
1* bit 0 is run mode 

indicator*1 

note("\n cannot activate Run Mode!!!\n -- Check 
hardware integrity"); 

stm_reinit(o); 
running=O; 
win_norm(wO,15,17,7); 

} 
} 
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void wg_define(void) ( 
1*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Generates sine wave data; 
f2(x) = b*a*xO*sin(w*x + ph) 

which connects with 
f1(x) = a*x 

at point x=xO, satisfying 
f2(xO) = f1(xO) = a*xO; 
f2'(xO) = f1'(xO) = a. 

The user specifies (xO, a, b). 
Also, f3(x) = -f2(-x). 
Finally, all f's are given an offset of 
b*a*xO to make them non-negative. 

Apr 1990: tip retract bit (Ox0400) is temp. removed. 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*1 

int x, a, xO, h; 
unsigned *data, *p; 
double b, w, ph; 
float bmin, bmax; 
FILE *ofile; 
WINDOWP wt; 
wt = win_open(1,12,12,60,4,YELLOWIBOLD,RED); 
win_title(wt," Define Waveform ",REDIBOLD); 
win sync(wt,l); 
1***** get xO *****1 
winyrints(wt,"Pixels per scan line (16 to 512): "); 
win_getv(wt,4,"%d",&xO); 
xO»=l; 
if (!(xO &= -7» 1* xO is now a multiple of 8 *1 

xO = 8; 
beep () ; 

} 



win.J)utsv(wt,34,O,8,"%-5d",xO«1) ; 
/* t.m.u. = tip move units 
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= step size multiplier in Appendix B */ 
/* get a !change:max of 25 t.m.u./pixel allows 16 

lines/frame! */ 
win.J)rintf(wt,40,"\nTip move units per pixel (1 to %2d): 

", min(25,500/xO»; 
win_getv(wt,2,"%d",&a); 
if (a<l I I a*xO >= 500 I I a>25) { 

a = 1; 
beep() ; 
win.J)uts(wt,36,1,"1 "); 

} 

/* get h !changes made to solve probs with t.m.u.'s per 
pixel! */ 

win.J)rintf(wt,35,"\nLines in window (16 to %3d): 
",min(480,(1023/a)-1»; 

win_getv(wt,4,"%d",&h); 
if (h<16 I I h>min(480,1023/a» { 

h=min(xO«1,min(480,10~3/a»; 
beep() ; 
win-putsv(wt,28,2,5,"%-4d",h); 

} 

/* get b */ 
bmin = (float) sqrt(100.0/xO/xO+1.); 
bmax = (float) (512.0/a/xO); 
win-printf(wt,45,"\nSine wave overrun ratio (%.3f", bmin); 
win-printf(wt,20," to %.3f): ", bmax): 
win_getv(wt,5,"%lf",&b); 
if (b<bmin I I b>bmax) { 

} 

b = (bmin+bmax)*.5; 
beep() ; 

win_close(wt); 
w = 1.O/sqrt(b*b - 1.0) / xO; 
ph = asin(1.0/b) - w * xO; 
if «ofile = fopen("waveform.dat ll , "w"» == NULL) { 

note(" cannot open output file!\n -- Quitting!"); 
return; 

} 

/* writedata */ 
x = ( (int) «3.15-ph)/w) ) « 1; /* estimate # */ 
p = data = (unsigned *) malloc(sizeof(int)*x); 
for (x=(int) «ph-1.5708)/w); x<-xO; x++) /* f3 */ 



*p++ = OxAOOO I (unsigned) (b*a*xO*(sin(w*x-ph)+l»; 
for (; x<xO; x++) 1* f1 *1 

*p++ = (unsigned) (a*(x+b*xO»; 
for (; x«int) «4.7124-ph)/w); x++) 1* f2 *1 

*p++ = OxAOOO 1 (unsigned) (b*a*xO*(sin(w*x+ph)+l»; 
fprintf(ofile,"Lines: %d\nTable length: %d\nPixels: 

%d\nUnit:%d\n",h, p-data, 2*xO, a)i 
for ( x = (int) «3.1416-2.0*ph)/w)i a--; x+=2) 

data[x] 1= Ox4000i 1* increments line *1 
for (x=p-data, p=data; p<data+x; ) 

fprintf(ofile,"%4X\n",*p++); 
fclose(ofile); 
free(data); 

static void LoadMem (int x) ( 
SendW(DATA_POINT, x); 
Send (COM_REG, 27); 
Send (COM_REG, 11); 

void wg_load(void) 
int x, data; 
FILE *ifile; 

if «ifile=fopen("waveform.dat","r"»==NULL) { 
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note(" Cannot open input file!\n -- Try define waveform 
first!") ; 

return; 
} 
fscanf(ifile,"Lines: %3d\nTable length: %d\nPixels: 

%d\nUnit: %d\n", 
& frame_height , &table_length, & frame_length , 

&window_unit) ; 
RemoteMode(); 
SendW(FRAME_HEIGHT,(frame_height+1)*window_unit) ; 

1* to avoid lockup by missed pixels, 
and allows for t.m.u./pixel *1 

SendW(TABLE_LENGTH, table_length-1); 
Send (COM_REG, 3); 1* Load memory address from FL *1 
Send (COM_REG, 11); 
for (x=O; x<table_length; x++) ( 

fscanf(ifile,"%X\n",&data); 
LoadMem(data); 

} 
fclose(ifile); 
if (!loaded) { 

loaded = 1; 
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win_reva(wo, 4, 17, 6): 1* signal loaded==l *1 

} 

} 
wg_end() : 
stm_reinit(l): 

void wg_height_set(void) { 
RemoteMode(): 
SendW(FRAME_HEIGHT, frame_height+1): 
wg_endO: 

static void GetClock(void) 
int j: 

for (wgclock=O, j=ll: j--: ) { 
wgclock += inp(CLOCK_LO): 
wgclock += (unsigned) ~inp(CLOCK HI)«8: 

} : 
win~utsv(wO,11,19,9,II%8ldll,wgclock*=15): 

static int TestOn(voidJ { 

if (inp(CLOCK_HI» return(l): 
if (note(" Turn on the interface box and the stm 

controllerllll\n or type ESC to quit from the program")==ESC) 
return(O): 

wg_initO: 
return(2): 

int wg_service(void) 
int stat: 
GetClock () : 
while ( (stat=TestOn() -- 2 ): 
return(stat); 
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1*********************************************************** 
inchworm.h 
created 2-16-90 
last revision 2-13-91 

***********************************************************1 

int going; II whether the inchworm is moving 

void iw_axis(int choice); 
void iw_init(void); 
void iw_speed(int set); 
void iw_go(void); 
void iw_end(void); 
void iw_step(int bee) ; 
void iw_rev(void); 
void iw_auto(void); 
void iw_service(void); 
void iw_stop(int); 
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1*********************************************************** 
inchworm.c 
created 2-16-90 by j.d.he 
last revision 2-15-91 
inchworm control facility for stm system 

***********************************************************1 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <wind.h> 
#include <pclab.h> 
#include "stm.h" 
#include "wavegen.h" 
# include "stmctrl.h" 
#include "inchworm.h" 

#define CONTROL 
#define STAT 

#define OUT PORT 

#define INPORT 

static int axis, speed; 

OxCB70 
OxSB70 

1 
2: tip 
0 

1* Port C, card 3 *1 
1* Port C, card 2 *1 

1* bit 1: tip retract 1; 
retract 2; *1 

1* bit 4: extended 1; 
5: retracted 1; 
6: extended 2; 
7: retracted 2; *1 

static int out = 0; 1* out: output port current status *1 
static long speed_setting[] = {10, 20, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 

5000, 10000, 50000, 100000, 200000, 500000, 1000000}; 
1* This is twice the actual freq, since inchworm advance is 

triggered by both rising and falling edges. *1 
static unsigned char count; 1* counter for auto ministep *1 

void iw_axis(int choice) { 
if (going&2) ( 
note("\n You should not change axis during 

Auto-Approach"); 
return; 

} 
if (going) iw_stop(l); 
win norm(wO,70,5,5); 
if (choice) axis = choice; 
else if (++axis>3) axis=l; 
win_reva(wO,6S+(axis«1),5,1) ; 
if (going) iw_go(); 
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static int iw_stat{int reg) ( II toggle Enable* bit 
int i, in: . 
in = inp(STAT) & 16: /* This bit indicates */ 

if (! in) ( 
note("\n Inchworm 
return(2): 

/* inchworm power status */ 
Controller not powered."): 

} 
for (i=O: i<5: i++) ( 

outp(CONTROL, out): 
out A= Ox20: /* This bit resets */ 

/* Enable* flip/flop */ 
in = inp(STAT) &4: /* This bit for Enable* test */ 
if ((in) ? reg: !reg) return(O): 

} 
note("\n Enable* flip/flop not working properly" 

"\n -- Check hardware for integrity"): 
return{l): 

} 

void iw_init(void) { 
iw_axis(l): 
iw_speed(6): 
win_reva(wO,56,9,7): 
while (iw_stat(O»: 
going=O: 

// turn on the run/stop signal 

} 

void iw_speed(int set) { 
/*----------------------------------------------------------

set = -1: decrease speed; 
-2: increase speed; 
+i: set to this value; 

----------------------------------------------------------*/ 
if (going&2) { 

note("\n Speed setting has no effect on 
Auto-Approach"); 

return: 
} 
if (going) iw_stop(l); 
if (set >= 0) speed = set; 
else if (set&l) { 

if (speed>O) speed--; 
} 
else if (speed<12) speed++: 

/* speed -- -1 */ 

win norm(wO,59,7,13); 
win:seta(wO,59+speed,7,1,7); 
winyutsv(wO,64,19,7,"%7ld", speed_setting[speed]): 
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if (going) iw_go(); 
} 

void iw_go(void) { 
if (!(out&OxlO» iw_step(O);I* 'cause using OR gate *1 
beep 0 ; 
win_reva(wO,57,17,7); 
select_board(2); 
generate_clock ( 4000000L I speed_setting[speed]); 
1***** last line: DT2S06 master clock is 2 MHz *****1 
select_board(l); 
outp(CONTROL,outl(S»axis»; 
going=l; 

} 

void iw_stop(state) ( Ilso that final state can be preserved 
win_norm(wO,57,17,17); 
if (going==l) ( 

outp(CONTROL, out); 
select board(2); 
stop_clocks 0 ; 
select_board(l); 

} 
going=state; 

void iw_end(void) ( 
if (going) iw stop(O); 
iw_stat(l); -

void iw_step(int bee) ( 
if (bee) beep () ; 
out "= OxlO; 
outp (CONTROL, out I (S»axis»; 
if (bee) beep () ; 

void iw_rev(void) { 
if (going&2 && 

1* clock bit *1 

note("\n Are you sure you want to back up the 
tip?")!='y'); return; 1* If back up, change to non-auto *1 

if (going) iw_stop(l); 
win_reva(wO,66,9,S); 
win_reva(wO,S6,9,7); 
out "= S; 1* forward/backward* bit *1 
if (going) iw_go(); 
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#define MINISTEP 30 

void iw auto (void) { . 
static char msg[]="\n Please Check that Inchworm 1 is 

in approach mode": 

if (axis==3) { 
note CW'\n Cannot do Auto-Approach on Axis Number 3") : 

return: 
} 
if (out&S) iw_rev(): 
msg[29]='0'+axis: 
note(msg): 
win_reva(wO,57,17,7): 
going=2: 
count=(MINISTEP«l)-l: 

static int Extended(int axis) 
int m: 

input_digital_value(INPORT,OxfO, &m): 
if (axis==l) return(m&OXIO); 
else return(m&Ox40): 

static int Retracted(int axis) 
int m: 

input_digital_value (INPORT, OxfO, &m); 
if (axis==l) return(m&Ox20): 
else return(m&OxSO): 

static void TipRetract(int axis, int stat) { 
output_digital_value(OUTPORT,l«axis,stat): 

void iw service(void) ( 
if-(going&2) { 

if (going==2) { 
if (Extended(axis» { 

} 

TipRetract(axis,6): /* Retract piezo */ 
going++; 

else if (Retracted(axis» { 
going=O: 
iw rev(); 



} 
} 

} 

iw_step(l); 
iw_revO; 
going=2; 
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} else if (Retracted(axis» { 

} 

if (++count==MINISTEP«l) ( 
win_seta(wO,70,17,4, Ox71IBOLD); 
beep 0 ; 
count=O; 

} 
else if (count==MINISTEP) ( 

win_seta(wO,70,17,4, OX61\BOLD); 
beep 0 ; 

} 
iw_step(O); 
TipRetract(axis,O); 1* Release piezo *1 
going--; 
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1********************************************************** 
prmenu.h 
last rev. 9-30-89 

**********************************************************1 

1* Popup structure templates *1 

struct mitem { 
int r; 
int c; 
char *t; 
int rv; 

} ; 

struct pmenu { 
int fm; 
int 1m; 
struct mitem scrn[lO]; 

} ; 

popup (int, int, int, int, 
struct pmenu *, 
char *, 
char); 

1* end *1 

1* menu item template *1 
1* row *1 
1* col *1 
1* text *1 
1* return value *1 

1* popup menu structure *1 
1* first menu item index *1 
1* last menu item index *1 
1* a bunch of menu items *1 

1* pointer to menu struct *1 
1* menu title *1 
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1********************************************************** 
prmenu.c 
last revision 6-12-90 

**********************************************************1 

~inc1ude <ctype.h> 
#inc1ude <wind.h> 
~inc1ude "stm.h" 
~ inc1 udE~ "prmenu • h" 

extern void cmd(char, int); 
extern void he1p(char, int); 

extern WINDOWP ws; 

1* window header *1 

static char stat1n[] = "Use \x18\x19 to highlight, <Enter> 
to choose, ''''<F1> for help, <Esc> to quit"; 

popup(int row, int 
struct pmenu *mx, 

col, int width, int height, 
1* pointer to menu struct *1 
1* menu title *1 char *st, 

char ch) ( 
int i, j, 
dis; 
WINDOWP w; 

1* mouse displacement counter *1 

w = win_open(2,co1,row,width,height,OX76IBOLD,OX70): 

win_tit1e(w,st,ox70); 
for (i = 0; i <= mx->lmi i++ ) 

win-puts(w, mx->scrn[i].c, mx->scrn[i].r, 
mx->scrn[i].t); 

win-puts(ws,O,O, stat1n); 

i = j = mx->fm; 
dis = 0: 

do ( 
win-pu~sa(w,mx->scrn[i].c,mx->scrn[i].r, 

mx->scrn[i].t,ox67IBOLD); 
mork() ; 
switch (mk.st) { 

case 0: dis += mk.y: 
if (dis> 8) { j = i+1: dis -= 8: } 
else if (dis < -8) { j = i-1i dis += 8; 

break: 
case 8: if (mk.k -- '\xOd') mk.st = 1: 



) 

else if (mk.k == '\xlb') mk.st = 2; 
else ( 

mk.k = (char) tolower(mk.k); 
do { 
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j = (j == mx->lm) ? mx->fm : j+1; 
if(tolower(mx->scrn[j].t[O]) --

) while (j 1= i); 
) 
break; 

case 9: if (mk.k == DARR) j = i+1; 

mk.k); 
break; 

else if (mk.k == UARR) j = i-l; 
else if (mk.k == Fl) ( 

help(ch,mx->scrn[i].rv); 
win-puts(ws,O,O,statln); 

) 

if (j 1= i) { 

) 

if (j <= mx->lm && j >= mx->fm) ( 
win-puts(w, mx->scrn[i].c, 

mx->scrn[i].r, mx->scrn[i].t); 
i=j; 

) else j=i; 

} while (mk.st 1= 1 && mk.st 1= 2); 
win clr(ws); 
if (mk.st == 1) cmd(ch, mx->scrn[i].rv); 
win_close(w); 
return(O); 

1* End *1 
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1*********************************************************** 
help.c 
created 6-6-90 j.d.he 
revision 6-8-90 

***********************************************************1 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <wind.h> 
#include "stm.h" 

static char helpfile[]="stm.hlp"; 
static char key[3]="»Ii; 
static char *st; 
static FILE *inf; 

static int Find(int start) { 
do { 

if (fgets(st+start,78, inf)==NULL) ( 
note("\n Sorry, no help on this topic 

available ll ); 

return(O); 
} 

} while (memcmp(st,key,3»; 
return(l); 

void help(char ch, int item) { 
int x, y, w, h; 
char *p, *q; 
WINDOWP wh; 

if «inf = fopen(helpfile, "rt") )==NULL) 
note("\n Cannot open help file ll ); 

return; 
} 
ch = (char) tolower(ch); 
st=malloc(80); 
key[2]=ch; 
if (!Find(O» goto End; 
if (item) { 

} 

key [2] = (char) (i tem+' 0 ' ) ; 
if (!Find(l» goto End; 

sscanf(st+3,"%d,%d,%d,%d", &x, &y, &w, &h); 
wh = win_open(l, x, y, w, h, 



End: 

} 

(CYAN«4) I WHITE I BOLD, CYAN«4): 
p=st+strlen(st): 
for (*--p=o: *--p!=',': ): 
for (p-=4, q = "Help:": *q: *p++=*q++): 
win_title (wh, p-5, CYAN«4): 
win_loc(wh,O,l); 
for (y=2; y<h: y++) { 

} 

if (fgets(st,78,inf)==NULL) break: 
if ( st[O]=='>' ) break: 
win-prints(wh,st): 
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win clr(ws): 
win:J>utsa(ws,o,o,"»> Press any key to continue"., 138): 
do ( mork(): } while (!mk.st): 
win clr(ws): 
win=close(wh): 

fclose(inf): 
free(st); 
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